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PREFATORY NOT!£ 

This \"lork took unusually lonQeJ:' time to be COmpleted as 

I remain outside the magic circle of the academics. Yet, as .goOd 

luck would have it, the project is over, and the dissertation is 

now submitted for evaluation. 

In course of drafting the dissertation I have been 

sustained emotionally ana ot.herwise by various persons and 

frienas. I 01r1e a great deal to them, cmd do hereby gratd: ully 

acknowlecge my indebtednea:as to them. 

I have been admiring R. 1'-t. Hare as a tooral philosopher 

ever since my Post-Graduate days., But nay admiration has always 

been cf a sort of critical estimation of the illlJ.)Ortant work that 

Hare has done in Ethics. 

I decided to take up a cot1ple of problema that emerge 

from Hare's position as a moral philosopher. Z have taken, for 

e::xar.1ple, his position in relation to Naturalism, his thesis and 

version of universali.zability. his views about the levels of 
~ .· .... ' 

moral thinking, etc. l do hot ·propqse to give a detailed account 

of Hare's moral ph.ilosophy. but I have tried to outline his 

6.eve1oprr.e.nt as a norctl. thinkl;)r t:hz.·ough three of his basic. works, 

·r~!!....-~!m~uage <:;!f~caJ:E_, £:.feedom ~tJ];cL_!i~!l!OO~ and t!Oral Thinking. 

I mus1: con :tess that l learnt a lot from Hare •s critics, but all 

tht:~ while I have endr:1avour' d ·to ba fat:e and hont.tst to be b~st of 

my humble capab11itit::s. As an outcome o:f my study of.Har$'s DDral 
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philosophy I developed a certain inolinatiGn towuds viewing 

the issue bet"l.,een fact.s and valu~, and it is with this. i~a 

that r have devoted myself to look at the matter f.rqm my .own.· 

point of view. 

Phillipa Foot nas been one of the eaJrly orit.i,cs of 'Hare, 

and appropriateiy r suppose, I have ~ section on examining her 

ideas about Hare's position. Hare's greatest contribution, at 

least so it seems to me, has been to have given a new slant. 

to the problem of universalizability. I have discussed the issue 
. . 

in t\;yo ·chapters. One deaLlng with Kant 1 s not·ion of universaliza:-

bility and the other dealing vrith NaGkie 1 S attaok. Qn tne thesis •. 

There abounds many other p.robleiTlS in Hare 1 s writings, QJ,J1lo tllose 

mentioned above have boan enough 1:or l:>~j.J·l~ ln.\" t:J lll>a o~ ~a+ 

,· 

I should like to pltt on re)ooJ:d my 9.t·~t;.ef ulnQss to Jn.Y 

supervisor for hia kindness and oourte~SJ.Yt; it ia. but for .h.tm 

· that I could complete the p.rojec%t while 1.tv~.ng ..n<l \o/Qr~.ing j.n 

a non-academic domain. 

I owe much to rny wJ.:fo, Rmna, a.qd my son, 'l'up,:ka,J., tio~· 

bearing vlith my moods approvingly· .. My' part:1Jnts would be· happi,Jr 

if I succeed in my venture, and that should.be for me a matter 

of ·g:c:eat satis·£ action. 
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:r have been ltickier to have genial ass9Qiation and 

encouragement of Dr Ladli Roy and his wife, M;"s Rama Roy. An4·· 

Miss Gouri sen has been of immense help &nd saved many a t~ouble 

by her timely advice. Ever smce I embarked on the project 

Dr Ratnabali Roy has been keenly irite~.:atec:l iil~qy work~ .I owe 

her much by \-lay of friendship and wwrmth o~ gQedw.i,.J,.l. 

'rhe rnembeJ:·s of the aoadem~.~ otaft h~ve been C::OC),J?E!ir~tive. 

I thank them all sinCII.itrel.y. 
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Abbrev.iations 

U-i The Language of Morals 

FR Freedom. and Reason 

Ml' Moral Thinkinca: 
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CHAPTER 1 

T llE DEVELOP.fo'ilil."l' OF HARE 1 S MoRAL PHI~SOPHY 
FROM.'i'i-iE LANGUAGE OF f/.DlU\LS TO MJRAL 'l'HII:U<:ING 

It rnust be true that few living philosophers have attracted 

critical core::rr.ent than he .. For a generation, analytical moral 

philosophers in Britain anc America have tended to formulate. 

their mvn. opinions, by action· and reaction,· in relation to his. 

In response to all this, the development of Hare's philosophy has 

been not so much a stcry of change or accre~ion, as of definition 

and O.efence. 'l'o ha'J'e c.efined a single position with as much 

clarity, adhered to it. with as much consistency, and defended it 

agaj_npt all coJ:nuJs with as muc:h sk.ill and agility a~ H~e has 

done, seems to nie cc remc1rkab.le ach1evement t)y any standc'iltds~ I 

shall in the sequel try to conve1 1Jome impr(~ssie.>n of that achieve-

ment. 

When Hare came iuto ,.,oral prdlO$Ophy emo·tivisrn was J.n the 
I 

asceflu .:mce. He. adoptee its central ·tanent thcl't:. lllOral language is 

at bottom non oe~~cript~ive in rneanj.ng .. stevenson, emotivism• t:. 

n:os·t painstaking exponent, said t~hat he cierived i~ from observation 

of ethical discussion::; in daily life and Hare likewise looked to 

the •.oJay ordinary people talk about what they ought to do as the 

squrce and test of· h~n moral philosophy. T\)l'o features of ordinary 

m6ral discourse interested hitn, as they had interested the emotivists, 
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namely the connection morol judgements h~v~ r.eapecru,i,vol:y w:Lth the 

actions they cu:e normally inten<.ted to <1i.r:·e.~;rb a_nd .the ~asona t}lat 

are normally given for thum .. .uut Han'b \Hts dissat:lsfied with the 

errotivists I account of th~~I:>El CO!HlGCtion~· .. '1.'htH3e who. S\lb,(lot.ik;!~d. 

to a psychological theory of meanl.ng e~plicit.ly confused the~.··· 

. reaf';ons given for moral judgements with the causes of subsequent 

activity;· and tr1o.se (e. g. A. d·. Ayer and Hudolf Ca.rnap} who assented 

to the verificationist theory of meaning eliminated, rather than 

explained, the need for reasons by likening moral judgements to 

ejaculations or im1jer<.1tives. Hare saw t·he basic mistake of emoti-

visrn as that of identifying the n~aning of rroral language with 

·its pe.r locutionary, rather than its illocutionary, force.,· He set 

hirnse lf to provide a lllOre ·adequate account of how n~ral judgements j 
are connect·ed with actions and reasons b,y working c>ut • a rationalis 

. kinO. of nondescriptiv ism. 

:·.,· 

2.. Hare's explanation of the conheJction between ·.,,oral judge..:· 

rr.ents and actions is briefly as follows' Moral judgements in their 

centra.l and typical uses are ·preacril)t~ive, .. and if a judgement is 

prescriptive, ·then, in assenting to it: with upderstanding and 

sincsr i.ty ~ we necessarily be assentin~J also to an entailed impera-. 

tive (.Ll"i 171-2) • 

'l'his .is vJhat hE~ meant by prescr1pt1vity. Critics have 

rai!:;€!C; tr:JO kinGs of objection which immediately come to mind. one 



is simplY. that mor~:11 language somot;imes has deacrit:i'. lve meaning 

(cf.. any descriptivist). In a community, for inzJt.anoe, where 

there ';Jas general agreement that people a~e ~ood in so fa..tr as 

they te:ll the ·truth, t.::!tc. one could, j_n appropriate circumstances, 

predict that somebodj would tell the truth simply by saying that 

he was a good man-and that whether one approved oneself of truth-

3 

telling or not • .Hru~e (11-l 111-26) concedes as Inuch from the first. 

but insists that the prescriptive, or evaluative, meaning of words 

like • good' is logicc:~lly primary in that. it remains constant and 

can be used to ch.:mge whatever O.esor.iptive meanings such words may 

have acquirec. 

'l'he other obje;ction. calhl atten·t:lon to ll11!1 wj_de vaJ:;";Lety 

of u~es to \'Jhicll rrtOJ:-al language mn:{ be put·:uadv.itdng, exhort,ing, 

implor i·ng, ·commending, 

ing, undertaking, t-:tc. 1-ltl.t:e • s cx·it:..ics th.:l.nllt it:: .. implausibl~ to 

supr;ose that, i.n every single irvJt.anct= of al~. these diffe.rent 

uses, there must be an entai.led frnperat:ive ... If W.:l.tt;genst.ein .'lias 

correct in his orjinion tnut. t.ne boundari.es o:f our ,;::oncep·t• cannot 

be str~ictly ciicumscr ibed, thez.·e must be some truth in this, but 

he himself recognized that, in o.r<:.ier to avoid philosophicnl 

confusion, it is sometimes neoest=;ary to dz·aw the bounaariea of 

language more tightly· ti1an they are <ii.·awn in ortiinru:-y use. If that 

is al.lm-ved, Hare is entitled-in the absenc.e of C<?mpelling evidence 

to the cOntrary-to maintain, as he a.6,~n, that all the usea listed 



above are, in • typical t.lncl oent.x:a.l. 1 oaseH3J si?eoies Qf the genus 

prescribing,. In ·normal cj;r.cl.UliS'taqc.es, it would inde~d SOUI'lel 

umiatural to say, 'I tldvJ.ae .v-ou t~.o do X but. cion't do it;.• ~ *l 

cieplore doing X but do it'~ et.c., 

Hare • s ·explanat.ion of tl:1e connecrt.ion bertween u~.pil 

judger:ients and reason.s is briefly as follO\'lTEU in of:fering any 

such statement of· non moral fact· aa cl reason for a moral judge- . 

rnent ·,;e are implying a. unJ.versal moral pi.·incipie {FR 21 ff). For 

4 

example, if we give as our reason \o~hy X ought to be done the fact 
. . 

ti1a.t x is the fulfilment· of a promise" we thereby imply that all 

acts wrlich .fulfil promises ought cr:~~te:cis paribus tQ be done. From 

the ordinary meaning of 1 reason •, it undoubtedly follows that a 

there is rrore to ct moral rea5vn t.han ·tha·t. From the ordinax·y 

.meaning of 'moral' it: follmvs th.~i1~ a mo.cal reaaon must not. contain 

any reference to a pcirticular incUvidual. Tha-t; is what he means 

by universalizability. 'I'he fact, for exaJ;,~)le, that she is the 

particular indivicnial Mar.y Smith cannot be a n10ral. reason why 

John ;Smith ought to ~e lp his mother, however consistently he 

is required to do so,, but the fact that John's relationship to 

11ary smith is an instance of the relationship between a.n agent 

and the person who gave him birth and brought hun up could 

conce.i,,ab ly be a rnor lil reason why he~ ought to help Ma:ty smith. 



Here again, two criticisms thc.:t have been levt;:tl!ad· •:1r Hc;i$e on 

this score, come quickly to mind.· 

one is that he has imported a moral prinoiple-vizt~ that 

5 

we ought to be impartial in our moral j udgements-in't.o what is 

supp:>sed to be a logical analysis of the meaning of moral language. 

But this criticism .. is groundless. Hare (FR 30) is quite c;learly 

~ointing out the indisputable fact ·that we would not normally 

take someone 1 s being a particular individual called Hary Smith 

(or t...rhatever )- in the absence of any ciescript.ion in more general 

tenns-as a moral rE~ason wny anyon€1 ought to help that ind!Vidual. 

The other criticisrn i:a trmt Hare h{:tt.J OV\3rl9okecl t.he parti~:uiarity 

of some of the o.itua·t.icm in ~>ih:lch mo.r.p..l jlid~j!~mout.s have to be made. 

It :La maintained-to tol~o fumi1iar EIJCEUllples ... "' .. that if wE; W~~e in 

the shoes of sar:tro•s fnmOP..'J pupi.l. \-iho ,.,as tc~i:n between lool~ing 

after his mother or g()ing off to vJar, o.z:· ~.n ·~ho~:~e ot .M~lville 1 .s 

Capt~E'lin Vere who h~Ld to decide wheth~lr or ne~t; ~~> condemn Di.l.ly 

Budd. to death,. ~ie m.ight v1all. mak.1a a jhdgeuuarlt, \'lh!ch w~ d.'J,tl not 

want to see univt:.:.x:sal.:l:Ged but whioh no one ooulli deny l!TQ..S 6 LLoral 

one. I think Hare (FR 38-9) dispoaea of this critic~sm uucces.sfully 
' . 

by differentiat:lng th·~ dis·tinction betr.~'laen ·' unive.t·sal' ~nd • parti-

cular 1 ·from betv1een 'general' and 'specific •. 1 He points out 

thc:~t a moral reas'?n for action tn a given situaticm could con-
I 

ceivably be so specific that it wot:ld not only be. improbable, but 

. even false, trlat any other actual situation instantiated itl 

am:: yet that reason could be universal.izable in a hypotheical 
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.sense-j_t would apply t.o any otz.her: relevc.'ul·t.l.y s .. iJn.:l.l.ar s.ituat.i.on, 

Bringing together the~e tW'(> defining characteristics, 

prescriptivity and untversalizability, uaxe . Ci'l:t 12:~) a;-r:,lves at 

the following elucidation of the kind of question ·which 9rdinary 

peor..·le are asking whcim, in a .'sen.ae that would norma,tlly be called 

moral, they: \'lOnder what ought to be done. Any acceptable answer 

to th1s question will have ·to be such that they are prepared to 

act in accordance with it {prescriptivity) 1n all similar ci:r-

cumstances whoever occupies t.b.e 6if.faJ:ent roles in uhe s.(ltuat:ion 

(uni·versalizability). univei:salizilbility requires us to go •the 

round of al'J. the affect•, .. i~ parties • • • g;i,.VJ.n'iJ equal weignt. to the 

interests of all ••• ' , onO. pr:uBcriptiv·i·t:.y, to l'Jillt cmrselves, • how 

much . (as r imag.ine r.iyEJelf in the ·vlace vf ~ach ,nan i.n turn) do 

r -v.;ant to have ·this, or to avoid t;hat?', where •th:Ls' and 'that• 

refer to "''hat is involv~;~ci in acting acco:t:Lingly. Through this 

exerci!.-;e of imagJnn:t..ion we. ar<~ able to ~..reigh the Cl.lrnulative 

satis:~ actiOf1_ nf affected parties if \'ITe pez:£o.t'm any giVen act.ion1 

as a~j.:,ill5t their cumulative satisfaction if we performed. any of· 

'ti-;e: conceiv<ible · <:.ill:.crnative nc~ioris. These· remarks bring out the 

other three • nece.s.s·ary ingrecdents' (FR 92-3, 97) in moral think-

in,;., 1.vi·licb ere acco:t:·,dng to Hate c:m exe.x:cise of imagination, an 

Ul..~r,e aJ. to .interest~ oi: inc lin <:::tion, and an .i.nvc1;1ti~ation of J::elevan, 

an(.i uv;.d.lr.:,.bl<':J mut~b:r:a. o.f :t:uot. l.n ti() feu; afi un .. Lversalizability 1 

callB :tor a cor!f;d<:1.::.i:·;;;,t:lon of all ai::t.•ac::tc;:~d partJ.us, arid pre~c:rip.. 

tivi't~r~ oi: ·dh-:;t .cH.~:1 ~.rdrlt~:;~ ·~1e cun ::1eo why Ha:n~ claims thut. his 



~malysis of moral thinkin.\3 p.rovj.de~ 1 a J!oma:L J!oundati.oil Of 

·utilitarianism' (l:,R 123). Ha 1s no·t, so to speak, propo~ing 

uti.litarianism as a versi.on of: the mt:>ral l~r1guage gc;une, which 

7 

·ordinary people shoul~ tc:1ke up, but simpl,y cla.rJ.fyin~ "t.he rules 

~r1hich he takes to be implicit. in the gatne \'lhioh, in his opi1l.ion, 

tbey are already playing-presumably, in oraer to help th~m to play

it more effectively. 

In aC:dition to the criticisms of presoriptivity and 

universalizab.:f.li'ty vlhich l have already mentioned, at least two 

oth2rs have been brought to beaz.· upon Hare • s account of moral 

thinking .. One accuses him of assuming falsely that all satisfac

tions are o£ the .saine kind. Is it not clear that the satisfaction 

to be found, for oxB..!r;vle, in affecticma:te family relationships 

is cifferE::nt from ·that to be ga.in'l3d b.ll' ·the indulgenqe of animal 

appetites; or, tiHl.t to .be felt .in .doing ~1hat~ one siricerE:#lY 

beli12ves to be one's duty, from t~hat which material r;)rosperity· 

may bring'? If tl1e answer is affirmative, how can all the1se satis

factions be accumulated ana ;·.reigheci against one ar1other? In effect, 

Hare • s (LT 179) r:uply is t\llOfolU. one thing ~e uay~ is that, 

c.cs,;,.it.e such ~·~:Lfferl:.!nces, it is );lOssible ·to prefer a given amount 

oi 211y i:im'. of s<.~tis£ etC t.ion to a given. amount of any other kind. 

h:a.vinr~: gone: the round of all the i:.Lffected parties the only question 

'~oie flc1Ve to <..msv1er is a hm'l much do we prefer - i.e., how ready 

are ·,-Je to prescribe - t.he cu~,·,ulct;:i.ve sc:rt.isfaction of the preferences 
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of certain people tO thOBI!~ Of ()t,htd:·s hci\TJ.119 pli'.M~l~Jd. OurselVeS 

irnaginc·tti vely in all their shoes? l'he cri't~icism we are conside,l:in9 

can be pressed n.ost fo:ccf:rfully wh:·Hl the lllat.isfuotion conc~rlled is 

tha·t to be founcl. Jn doing ~..r11at onH believefJ to be one• S d\l·ty. Can 

this be \veighed again::;t any ot.her kind of scl'tisfact1on? suppose 

a cioctor, r..vho beli;.:.:.:veu it. lliOI.·al..ly ,,1rong · U) perform abo.Jrtions has 

to ciecide w-Jhethur o.t· not to l)e:z:·:to.x:m one .Lc.:)r e "'oman who .i,s wprried 

because ·her stanourd of living \llill decline if she has a child. 

rn <Joing the round of the affect~d pe..t'tie~a, 1s the doctor supposed 

to thro~v the satisfaction t,rlhich h~J finus in refraining from doing 

what he believes to be rno.r·ally wrony into tile .scales along with 

tnat ~vllich t:ne woman finds in ba;i.ng relieved from materialistic 

anxiety, as if they were the same kind of comuodity? 'Io say he is, 

so the criticisru goes. is to .t·equire him to ignore the significance 

of moral consideration in the very act of trybig to make a moral 

d8cision-anc surely that is an i11coherent, if not a s43lf-.contra-

· uictory, requi.t·ement. H. ,ce 1 s z·eply, .Lf I understand him .::orrectly, 

is that i·t is tni.t; criticism .itself 'l.tTl'iich is incoherent or self-

contradictory. :~:·or a method of deciding what ought. to be done, 

lflhich proceeds on the assuinption that t."lhat OU<;;Jht ·to be done is 
:."' 

· alrec.<_oy kno"'m, is, to say the least, seli··•stultifying. on the face 

of it tnis reply may appear to ignore the fact that ~~e often have 

· to· mah.e moral juov.ements . in situat.ions wht-r.:e our minus are already 

mac..;:; up aocut: th.::? rightness or wrongness off certain courses of 

action .. iJare can only make his .defence at this point .effective 
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by invoking a distinction bet\'leeri whn·t. ha ¢1{11111 •c.uritic:~l• and 

• intuitive' moral ·th,inking, ana t:.o thilii · o~~t.inotion w~ sijall return 

in a moment to two. 

'.l'he other criticism I. have in mit~d i.:? ·tbat Hare• ~ elucida

tion of moral thinkinc;J shows hiin to be h.illlae'lf ll nat;.~ralibt or 

descriptivist~ According to .someczme i.i.ke ~ll:'~. li'oot, who .is indis

putably a naturalist or· desc.riptdvist; t.o say that ~ act. X .ought 

·to be done means, or implies, t.l'lctt it will fH:&tisfy cel:ta.in wants 

(i.e.·desires). If therefore we (i) u11d.erstand the logid of·the 

moral concepts (i.e. what • ought' meansJ and (ii) ~sent to tha 

statement that x will satisfy the said wants, we must (loc;;,ically) 

deduce that x ought to be done. well, is not Hare in the same case? 

Does he not say, in effect, that if we (iJ undSrstand the logic 

of the moral concepts and (ii) assent to the statement that, of 

all conceivable acts in the given situation, X is th~ one that 

will maximize satisfactions among the affected'. parties, then we 

cannot (logically) refrain from saying ·that JC ought to be done? 

As I read him,· Hare {Ml' 218-26) defends h.tmself against. this 

criticism by calling . attention 1:o what he consioers a a;-uc:ial 

difference. On Mrs Fe>ott s account o~ mo.t·al thinkin~~ to work out 

~r;h;3.t will satisfy desires that all men. have is to arrive at a 

description; but on his own account oi th,,~ mat"ttur1 to work out 

what. wi il maximiZe the satisfaction of preferences .amon~ ~e 

affected parties is--:3in<;:e to prefer somet~ing is t.o b.e willing to 

prescribe it-to arrive at a cumulative prescriptiqn. That being so., 
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the rroral judgement a1:. which we arrive by this· rout~ is lleither 

descriptive (in the sense that its meaning determines its tru~-, 

conditions) nor naturalistic (in the sense that it is derived from 

a statetnent of fact). 

3 o According to Hare (IM 56-78), we are each one· free to make 

our own decisions of principle. we can propose any non-moral 

statement· of act as ·a possible reason for. a moral judgement. All 

<,.,e have to do; in oJ:·der to determine whether or no·t:. we can accept 

it as an actual reason, ·is to teat whether or not tl/e are prepared 

to accept the imPlications of prescribing and uniiTersalizing it · 

consistently. Some· critics hav~ objected that this makes a mockery 

of moral reasoning. Consistent prescribing and universal~ing is 

not enough! madrnen and criminals could conceivably conform to 

these criteria and come out pre:1:erring the fulfilment of their own 

crazy or o;,-Jicked iritentions i:ather than t:he avo.idance of tme 

suffering_ t-Jhich the J.atter will caw;e. U:'hps Hare is accused of 

le<:Ning us free in me>rality, not only t.o tn~e up O\,lr ow.n minds, 
f 

but also our ovm evicience; to decide for Qt;~rselves not only what 

ou~"ht, or ought not, to be- done# but alf)lo whatr constitu-t;~s a 

s.uff icient .J:·eaaon why. And this, it is a aid, i.s not .ratipnality 

but ·the denial of it~.. What then do such c.:ritica t.hink Hare has 

le:Et out of· account? 'l'her(~ are ~:1t lEH>.flt f.tve a&lS\'.rers to that. I 

will s·ay briefly what they are and how Hare defenC!s h.imself ·against 

each of them in· turn,. 
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One is that he has omitted an.Y ref.c:Jrence to human Wall~S. · 

'rhe main contention on v!hich this cx:·itiCiFJm ~·estt.» ~-S that c¢l agent 

is given a reason for action, if ana on~y i~ ll~ ;1• shown that. it' is 

the way to something he wants. o:E many warit~i;i•*SG thw arg~nt. goes

it mal{es sense to ask w·hy tl:..ay are tllantecll Q\J(:;. of S(::>Ji'ne • e.-g. those 

for freedom from boredom, lon·~liness,. physicc:a.l. injury, etc. - it 

ooes noto Reasons why ~ve ow~;ht.., 01~ ought not, to do sometnill{J. are 

~aid to be only logically compellJ.n~ .J.n so far f.lfU they ar~ grounded 

in thes:: ultimate wants. Hare 1 s (1 963b ail5-34) reply to this kind 

of criticism-if I grasp it correctly·-is as follows. '.I'h:Lngs are 

\vanted, or ·thought good, because they have what have been called 

• desirability characterizations •. 'rwo senses can be given to this 

P..xpression. A desirability characterization may be (1) something 

cbout. an object (e.g. the fact that it tastes sweet) which makes 

om:! desire it, or (ii) something apout it (e. g. its being said 

to- be .. vle as ant) 1117hich implies that the speaker desires it. Equivo-
: 

cation on these two senses leads to the fallacious conclusion that 

becc.use there are only sorr-e words which are desirability ,:;ha.rac

teri.z ations in sense (ii) therE~ inust be only some things that can 

be the subjects of desirability charac::1~erizations in .:>ense (1). 

A second thing Hare is sometimes accused of overlooking 

is human needs. Is there better reason to think tha·t JTlC:)ral judge

ments are logically grounded in needs than in wants? Needs are 

certainly different f.x:om wants. It makes good sense to say that 

\ve want - though not t.i1a·t we need - something f.or its . .own sake& 
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the question 'what do you want it for?' can be dismissed with 

• Not for anything. I just want it' 1 but \>/hat would we mc;}~e of 

somebooy ~r-rho told us that he needE-:l!d something but make of somebody 

\vho to 16 us tha-t he needed someth.tng but did nqt n·ee~ it for 

anything? Can it then be argued against Hare th&t, jUst as we have 

reason to do \-.That our doctor tells us because it will fuJ,.fil our 

need for health, so W€! have good reason to &!lido by moral judge-

ments in so far as they will fulfil our need for 'human flourish

ing 1 ? Once again, Hare • s defence turn·s on a distinction . .between what 

is true of words and c>f things respectively. In certain~ contexts 

it would be odd for mE! to say that I needed something but did not 
~ . 

think.it gooo. 'l'he we>rd 'good' is logically t;ied to the;wo:z:P, •need' 
. t 

in :such cases. But f1~om them it does not iiollow that 'good' is 

logically tied to c.~er1~ain things t:.hat a.t61 getlel:elly thought to be 

neeos .. 

A third ·thing Ho..t·e is criti<~ized tor leaving out ot account 

is t.he true end-that .is, nature' o.r: funot • .-J.o.(l {t.elos}- 0~ man. MOst 

funoamentally, thifJ Neeo-aristoteli.r.-tn at~l:i~lk reart.e on the Clontention 

that. the evaluative t£~rms we use ln makj.rlg inoj~al judgements are, 

in their primary rneardng, attr:ibut:ive rather i~hen predioativ ,~. In 

other \•Jords, .,.,hat is rri<~ar1·t. by·, :f(n· example, a good charaotar., a 

right action, a way wo ought. to Llve, eta. C6.rlnot be understood 

until v1e know what hurnan a(Jents a:t"e, or are 1:ox· - jusi; a~ the 

meaning of • a good knife • would no·t be clear to anyone who did 

not know that a knife is an instrument. for cutting~ one obvious 

•'· 
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J::.~eply to this cr·iticiiltn is that. J.angu;9.g~...,;useJ:"i:l v~e l:>Y no nl~ans · 

as agreed about wlurt J~ople are for EI.S about. whAt knive~ a.t:e f~r. 

HovrElVeJ:-, the criticism may ~rt:.ill be pre~otited aisnply in ~eJ:;ll'W of 

beliefB about the nature and funet;1or~ oft man,. Moral jud~~(ti$nt. it 

is s~t.id implies beliei: a of t.hree ldnci.S a namely ebout (1) 111an as 

he happens .to be, (i;l) man as he would be i.1i he realize(l h.i;:..· telos. 

and (iii) what mu.ut be ·done, .if ai1y gi'V'eill agent if3 to tmiVf.l frQn 

v1hat he 'is (Cf. (1) to what he e:.~ould be (Cf. (ii). Mol!al judge-

ments are beliefs of 1;.he th.ird lcind, but their significan<.:e is 

parasi.tic ·upon beliefB of second kind..., If :People ce:ase to have .any 

beliefs about man • s tl:ue nature and functj,on, the, bottom drops cut 

of their morality. 

In repl,Y", Bare uay::; t.hc.t th;ls orit.1cjsm confuses what people 

can c:lcl ~vith •·Thai:. tl1e:y ouc.:;ht to do• sons beliefs ab·c,ut man• s true 

nature of funct.ion - ~.g. that it~ is x:ational or sC:1cial•seem 

compatiblt.:: ~..-ith ·the v:Le~-1 that it can be fulfilled :J.n <:et::. which 

most people 'l.vould re:garo as evil no less than in c1nes t:pey W·:>uld 

con:::ic~er good. such b':illiefs a:re the·refore of little ~se morally. 

But ot:her teleologica.L beliefs - n-ost obviously religious or 

political on • .:s-do eviuently imply that lf,Thatever ft.llfil~ their 

concept. · of man • s true and must be goo<::\ and not. evj.l. A Chris·tian. 

for exarnpls• ivOulc ma.intain tilat \·lhatever fuliils man • s true end 

of glorifying God and enjoying hlm forever must be morally good; 

jus·t <:1.S a. Ha.rx.i.st. IJi.lO'l:lld that whatErv-er helps to bring about tha 

O.ictatorship of the p.r.·oletariat must. Hare is ent:J.1;led to :reply. 
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as in effect he does (H 1957 &l 06· ... 11), that all thi~: prov~s is 

that these teleological beliefs, though they may look f !.atly 

constative, are in reality alflo commissive, in their illoautionary 

force.· 

some Neo-aristotelians recommenci us to stop thinking about 

the precise nature of rnan' s ~elos and to ooncemtrate simply on the 

feet that the cardinal virtues of justice, prudence, self-control, 

ana courage· are necessary conditions of success in • any large-

scale, worth enterprise•. Agains·t this manoeuvre two objections 

seem self-evident as hai:dly to need stating. One is that it reduces 

morality to mere r::!xpediency·. 'l'he other, that it begs the ~uestion 

at issue by its mle of the word 'woi.·thy'. In eny teleological 

mo:x:·ality one's belief a s}.)out t~he pi;;.rticu.).a:rr na·ture of man's telos 

necessarily deternd.no: what:. is ri~;tht or 1/il'l:Ong; C'Uld so it ~s self

defea'ting for any Nee-aristotelian t.o th4.n~ thmt; 1.1e can b¥pass 

the question of ~v-hat this tel.os is. 
l .. 
1 r 

A fourth thine Har..::· is ·aecnHse9 <;>:E c)VeJJ~()O)i:..ing is ~'oPlic 

norms .. By the latter ~:tre me,ant genoraily aooepteO. judgem$nts of 

'dhat ought, or ought. not, to be done ifl Cli:ll!'taiu kiflOS ()f situations. 

Those \'lho advance thJ.a cr.tt:.ic::t:tsm thj.n]t c,f. l7at.ionalit.y iia or.;sentially 

social (which, 1960 a 24). '!'hey cont:.end that. a ~·~avon for a moral 

judgement cannot be ~Jrounded solely in an inc..Uvidual' s decisions 

of principle, because thcat would lea·ve UilWlS~JII'ered the question as 

to why he had made these decisions. This reason wh:ya.if it is to 
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be intelligible ... ·wi.ll hove t(:> refel:· to s<:.>m~ ~oruu·al.i.y: ac;;p:eed 

, desirability chare.ct~:,rizations • which ahbw it. to b~. ~0 ~Q SlXjlak• 
of 

decision-vlOrthy. In aupp~1: ~- oi t.bJ.a lini:~.c~·j:~.:Loisn!.. Wit'tgtiiQStein • a·· 

(1974bs Part I, 242) J!amotis dictum .. that _1£ languaQe is tP be a 

means of corrmunica-tion the,rE:l inus·t. be not only ag.t·eement iU defini

tions, but also in judgcment.l!l - ,is ~dd~ll:l(" quo·ted. in Jll6lr'l~U;ty, an 

act is sometimes sa.id to b~ obli<Jator,l)· beoauae J.t is <;ourm.geous. 

honest, gene.t:'ous, etc.. such t~xpresaionm are 6escr:t.ptive• but they 

also encapsul2te public app.r.·ova1 of ac;:ts whioh con.form to the 

description. As·such, it may be so (Norman l97la67), they are 

contrary to Hare 1 s op.inion-logioally rc.ore fundamental in moral 

judgement than purely evaluative \i~ords such as 'good'• 'right'• 

'ought •. The n~aning of ttu; latter is taken to be parasitic on 

these c;escriptive-evaluative words. Even .i;f such criticisxn implies 

that the need for '<le:sJ.ral:>ility c'l"laructo.ri:.Hit~onD' coq~inuea to 

infinity, these critics do not demur {Norman. 19·11 a6S). 

Hare (Mr 70) in self-defence warns agairlat being m:lsled 

by rl'lft.tgenstein Is di.ct:um .. He insiEJt:a that wo people can both use 
I 

,.,orcis like 'right' in th~ same sense cLnd yet Clio agree fundamentally 

on \vhat propertJe.s of actions make them r.ight. x·t is. he thinks, 

a mistake to suppose t.hot t'lords have to have commonly agreed 

criteria of aPplication before they can be. used for communication. 

Anyone who thinks not is aavised to test ~he point with ~Don't 

do it 1 , the meaning of IJJhich is clearly known prior to any inkling 

of vJhat-or even IIJhat kind of-action is prohibited th~reby. :It is 

120840 
• 3 JUl 1998 
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worth noting that witt.genstein himself ev1¢hJntly O.ic~ not;. ·l:eg~ 
, H 

his quoted remark as applying to the words •beautiful' or •ugl~· -

a consideration which suggests that he may not have !:.hought <¥ ·it 

as applying to rroral 1~erms su¢h aa 11 right•, etc:. ei~~;-• · \ 
. \. 

\ 
'rhe fifth tning Hare is accused of overlooking is insti~ 

\ 
' 

tional facts. 'I' he fact. that A promised to do X is said t6 be an \ 

institutional one, 1tlht::reas the fact that A. said • I promise to do 

x' is merely a brute fact. Institutional facts do not exist outside th 

sys·tems of constitutive rules which crea·t~ new foi.Tas of behaviour - 1 .. 

e. g. checkmating in cbesso The J:-ules for t11e UDe of 't() promise• 

are such that 'A promised to do X. ii;nplies • A ()Ught to do x•. This ' I 

implication makes promistng an inat.i tutional foot., Theref~.te we 
,I 

would a;,;pear to heNe hare a reas<l'ln, \l1hitah ~~ fao·tua+. ~o;r ~ judge~\ 

ment that is plainly moral, apru:~· from Sl.ny 4-n'\;.urv·Eming decision 

of principle. Hare (MJ.' 10 .. ·20) dot:;!s not d.1.P,p\;ite the l~~u,i~t4.c . . 

facts on t11hich this argurruer1t is based~p.arnE~iy; t;hat in o.td!nary 

use~ 'A promised to do X' entaile 'A 0\.lQh~ t~o do X' ""~' P,Ut he 

contends that no cone lusion~3 of niC,ral sUbat.~Jnce can b~ deduced 

I 

from e.Xclusively linguistic premisse~a,, ln crthor wo.t:ds 6 ~t \'i•~·uld 

sti.ll make senst;! for oomeone t:.o asl<: \~het.h~.;~r ''hCJt nq,s beQt~l promised 

ought to be done. such a questioner woul.d not be a.aking what 

imPlications the \'lore. (promise)normally has in our l;:mgu~ge, but 

. ~orhether or not the institution o!: promising is morally acceptable. 

And the answer we would give to this quEHrtion would in the final 

analysis depend., not on some rule about the use of Words. but on 
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some decision of prjJlcivle about what c::>ught.t Q~: ought not;, to l)e 

done in circumstances of ~he relevant. k.tn¢1• ~JSJ.'& iS het·¢ ii'A$isting 

once! again on the po.in t wh~L,Jh is t.undC!lmt:1I1ta.l to his ptesqriptivism, 

namely that moral larl~Junge may alv>~aY'liJ b\El ttsed in an evalua·tive 
I 
I 

sense in order to rev.iuo any cles•~rj.ptive ~~~Emin~ it may haVt::! acquired., 

4. Hare (FR 12) draws e. compa .. rison bt:.rt·weEu~ llis elu,:ii().e:Uion of 

moral thinking and Popper's of scientific., Juf3t as l?opp;u: said 

that., in science, emp~Lrically falaifi&lole predictions w:·e dtiiduced 

from universal hypotheses in conjunct~Qn with certain initial 

conditions, so Hare. ia saying that, Ul Inorals; dedt1r:.:tioils about 

\oJhat ought to be oone are derived· from universal pzrinciples in 

conjunction with imag;lned situati.ons. In order to laiow which moral 

principles to adopt - just as muta·tia mutandis which scieu1·tific · 

h¥po~ses- we must abide by the. logic of the discours$ Qoncer.ned 

and the relevant and ;available facts which our investiga~.ion brings 

t.o light. In each case· we are free to draw up the majo; pr~miss, 
: " 

be it hypothesis or principle, but for the rest our freedom .is .a 

• freedom to reason' (MI.' 6--7) in the lillht of! log1<; . M!i the :fact. sl .. ,·.· .. · 
Again ljJce l)OpJpor, Hare, has l:>eer1 c .. ritio.ized for failing , ; 

"' to :recognize the part played by received (!)pinion in the kind of :· 

thinking he is intent. upon analysing. we do not work out the answer 

to every moral - any ·than to every scientif~c~q\iefltion £.;-om scJatch. 

we set the question within a cqntext of accepted conclusion and 

read off the answer from that thereby tJJeutiQg the q~~stipn as a 
".-·· 

'puzzle' rather thf'm a. 'problem'. ·rrue though tha·t may b~, Hare 
.. fA 
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v1oulo claim - as would l>opper-that; his I)hilosophy bringli£ JO light 

the possibility of revieionary cr:iticctl th.tnlcing in the field which 

he is concerned to elucidate .. we always oan go back and ~tart again. 

from scratch. Rationality-freedom to think an<i th.tr~~ again in 

accordance with logic and the facta-both constrAinS aQd liberates• 

To accoiiUTloG.ate this two fold conception of z:·ationality within his 

1 rationalist kind of nor~-desc"ript.ivis~ 1 , bare in his nost recent 

"1.'!/ritings, like many a philosopher before him, distinguishes two 

'levels 1 of 100ral thinking from each other. He calls them the 

• intuitive • and the 1 critical' .t·eapect.ivc:~ly. On the former level, 

"~.-ie ·think in accordance ~d th the hith~.rto deliverances of logic 

and the facts; on tho lat·ter, "\'let undt;)rtal~~ rev·:LlJiOI1at"Y aJCJ?(>sure to 

them. 

The utilitaritt,n confidenr.:e that al.l fflOt'tlJ.. <~estic:m$ can be 

answ(:red through fe.U.cifio q~leulation hQ~ Ooill!IW :in ~or f.1,.~t'Ce 

criticism recently. conv;i.c1--lon cmcl conflict. are ·s!lid ·to <;lb~rac-

teriza the ordinary mwa' ~ Jl:IO;lra]. thinlt~n~ a.q~ E!J,per~enc~ Itn.ich more 

radicallY" than calcuJ.c~t.ion .. Hare wonders i£ I\'itlCJh of this. tlriticism 
. I· 

. r. ~ . 
is not OVer-drc:.u-natiZ€1<.1, but he ;ls .read_y to C()O~:.QdG t}1at O.t:CJinary 

people may rN"ell not bo c3II.Y hf:lppi€H.:· than N.iEH3 Anacotu.be with the 

idc-3a that the j udiciel execution of th~ iruiocemt could conceivably 

be justified on grounas of utiJ.itarian expediency. To find room for 

such truth as there rna¥· be in these anti-.utilitari.sn criticisms, 

he (M.r 44-5) draws h:ls distinction batltreen the moral thinking of 

'proles' and • archangels'. 'Archangels 1 are completely rational, 
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omniscient, and free f.rc11n pnrt.;l~'l.lit.ltl the.lf' hi:We thciu:'~fo~ a p$rfect 

corrmand of logic and thw fact:. .. :; .. In t.::Jcmstpq~letllO~• E~aorcU.n.g tQ »are. 

they always get the con~eot. ~1S't11ers t~o inOri;ll, (1\le~t.l.ops ~.ld-~h.:Ls is 

more surprising-the sarr•E' ones i;c> bl.)c::rt. (Mi' 4(j),. •px·oles' are the 

very Opposite of archan\)ols. 'I'hcd:r. only hc~,l)a t:;~;fi: t.hJ.n:k::l.n9 .if..n IIQ<:::ordance 
. . . . 

\'lith logic and the facto is to 'iJO by \~h~t other$ have t.old tllbm. 

These t'VJO classes of mor.al thin~cer are _not such that one Ui\.lt.Jt be 

either the one or tha o~her. Each of us is part. arohang&l., part 

prole .. L"l so far as we rely in our anorill.l thinking upon ~eceived 

opinion, we are on the ;lntuitive level. In so far as w~ re-examine 

it as fully as our CaPacity allows in the light of logic a,nd the 

facts~ we are on the cr.itical level. ou~ oon.vi.Jtipns on the intui

tive level serve us well enough in most o:Ji lif~'s ordinary eitua

tions. But where they conflict, where we ~~-~ WlCettaih wn~~~t or 

not they apply. in a given situation., wn~,t:a \ott,) wonde.r: \ihether they 

are '!.>~orth passing on to our children, o~itioa+ thinlc.ing c(,:)m~;ul to 

our aid (H 1976a:124). Both levels of t.binlt!Ilg ar111 therefore 

required by the exigenciem of daily life. 

Hare (MI' 46) acc,:)rds •epistemological priOJ:.1.ty• '~ c::~itical 

thinking .. It alone has compl~te overriclii1g.pe~s (Ml' 24, 53-62). 

l.ntui·tive moral thinking has only· a derived 0VelZ'ridingnes~, ;ln. so 

far as the convictions •which guide it have 'aceaptance utility• 

(~ 50ff )- i..e. in s.o far as their general acceptar1ce is ct:alculated 

to achieve the fulfilment c'f principles \'lhich h~e been adqpted at 

the critical level .. Hat'tit • &a op.:l.:nion thai:. all who think··with C:Qmplete 

.. ": 

.-•: . 
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t clarity and honesty at tha critJcal J.eve.l. will ax·rive .at t~ .same 

moral judgements is evidently grounped, in the laut i!;mcily$i$, on 1a 

'I 
·\ 
i! 

I 
I· ,. 
,: 

:' 

matter of purative empi.x:iaa.l fact. W}+at he (l{+ 170-82,) call~ •pure 
fanat.icism' ~e regards t\S a logiccil- but. n0t. an ~mpirical, pOssi

bility.. It. is logically conceivable t!1at soh1eoae could in ¢omplete 

accordance with logic and the facts .e1rrive at: eonalu.sions which 

1..;ere just:ifiable by utiJ.it.arian.· reasoning p,tbvJ.Cied he was a fanatic 

t'lith incJ:edibly ·strong and ecceil'tirj.c desires; he could end. Up 

thinking., for example, l!ha·t all Jews ought ~~o bE,l exterminat~d, or 

even adhering to such \ll>-•market version~ o:f f anatici~am a$ th~t a . 

doctor ought to r.>rolong the liv.;;Js <t>f h~s p~~.i~;,mts ~s long a$ 

possible, however gra at ndght b(:l ·t.h4:ll l!l()PSEBqUE,iJtt rnaf:fiering ~liJ,it;. 

they had to endm;·e., Dut:. Ht&rEil U•tJ~ i62) :La ~u.it~) sm:cu t;hat such cases 

'are not going to occur' in real 14-.fe. 

5., Hare is still et the centre of c:adtr.ictt:~.l l!ltt:.~nt~ion, cill)fending 

. the t~.Tin foundations of his ut:~.t.ve.t:se~.l ~)J;'E"t:l!l(~ri~J~iV.is*", namea.;y that 

'the freedom which we h.nve m.s mr.)ral ·thil:il~.(~~·ta ;t~ a t.reE;Jdom to reason • 

(1~' 6.:-7) and that • we ;r.,:Jrnt.:d.n frree t:.o p.t:e;J:Iiil,t' what. we p,t·efer• (Nr 

225). 



CHAPl' ER l:I 

HAJ<l<.: ON J).~l:u\L Rli::AtKINJliiG a 

Let us begin by consic;ierlng th~ questiQil • Are there any 
rules governing what is to cwunt. as a niCLral rea~on? so far I have 

mentioned two sorts of anowar which m:L~Jh~ be given., 'l;hat given 

by Hare says a thex·e art~ no rules1 you yourael..ii d0o1de what $Ort 

of consider·ations are ~~olav ant..· 'l'hat. giy~n b.¥ ~J'i·~. l!100t S~fiJ 1 

the rules are extremely f!ltr1.ct <:>nes 1 thE! individual hae ·IlC) chojce 

at all as to what is to coun·t ua relevant. to a morel judgement. 

Now it seems to me that any account which forceu us t.o ~ay either 

of these things must be incorrect. But befo+a I put forw~d my 

own positive theory. I should like to consider the accounts of 

Hare and ~~s. Foot .in greater detail and try to show what is wrong 

t-1ith them. In this \-Jay I can at lec:lst protect myself against the 

charge of knocking down men of straw.. I shall begin with Hare• s 

theory~. 

In both of his books Ha.re tells us that• tha~ purpose. ·of h.is 

phi.losophy is to defemd the 'rationality of morals' or to show 

that moralitt is 'a ratJonal activity'.. Conseque~tly his account 
.-· 

allots a place of central importance to the notion of a reason. 
,, 

At the beginning of .li'reedom and Reason for t=t?tan~lca, ·he tells us 

that 'both naturalism and my own view ••• hold that j\,ldgemerits about 
' . 

. l 
particular things are made for reasons• , and later he goes so far 



as to say that 11 ought 11 judgements, strictly speaking, would be 

misused if the demand for reasons or g,row1ds were thought of as 
2 

out of place •· o 
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This, I think, would meet wi·th tuirly general apprOval among 

con temporary philosophers. But some would take strong ·exception to 

what he says about·the nature of moral reasQns. His aceoun~ is 

implicit in one short passage in Tha Latl.guaqe off Morals, where we 

are told that; 

There are two factors which may be involved in 

the making of any decision to do something • •• They 

correspond to the major ~1d minor premisses of the 

Aristotelian practical syllogism. The major pre~niss 

is a principle of conouct1 the minor premiss is a 

staterr.ent, more or less full, of \'l1hat we shoti].d in 

fact be doin~1 if we did one or tne other of the 

alterna·tives open to us .. · 'l'hus i:f I de(:lide not to 
say something bec::ause it. ilil fa:tkle, ~ ftlll aci;ing oti 
a principle, I Never (o.t: llEever Uilde.r Otu:tain condi .... 

tions) say what is false •, ana I: inust.. · hi•OW that ~t.h.is, 

~vhich I arn viOndering whether to ~clf,t .iu false;3 •· · 

Here Hare is prevont·;i.co~'oJ us \lll'ii. th a Chl.t·ta.:l,.n. pic:·ture o:fl the 

tYI.Jical moral arglunent or pro(Jess •::>j: n10ral clelj.boration~ we are 

invited to construe it on the. nK)<iEll of a syJ_loQiam, $\lbjoc;:t;.. t,.::) 

the rnormal rules of dt1<;'1uct;Lve:1 irlff.:l.t'f.mae,. 'l'hUa to tak$ Ha.t"e ~a own 

example, . an argument designed to show "t;;hut 9ne ou<Jht not t() m~ 

some particular statement (X), might.proceed·a.s followsa 

I 
• I 



one ou_ ht never t~o say 1.vh<1t is fal..s~ 

X is falf;e 

therefore, One c>Ught not to say x .. 

The conclusion of the a):"'lJl.imen.t states a mr.lral judgemen:t 

which the agent makes, or a dE~oision wh.i.ch he has rE:~aChedl the 

premisses provide his justifitJation fo~ it. 

Now I want to make two points abou·t the tJwo~:y whj,Oil H~e 

of-fers in this passage, wl1ich seem to me to cast eerj,ous doubts 

on its plausibility. 

In the first· place, we rnay ·nota that; while in the parti

cular example which Hare chooses the mj.nor pz.·emiss is one which 

most people would regard as relevcmt to the conclusion, this need 

not be so. whatever we offered as a minor premiss, a valic1 

syllogism could be produced by intl:·odu~ing ttl$ appropriate major 

premiss. Consider, for examplEl, the foll<:>wing arglunenta 

One ought alw·ayAi to hit one • s; bzrother-.tn-law Qtl 

'l'uesdays 

Today is ~L'ueaday 

therefore, jlOU ought to hit you.r broth~;lr• .. in-law. 

No1r1 I do not think that ·the day of the week would normally 
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be regardea a.s a rtJlevant reason for engaging in hostilities towards 

one Is relations. But there is no doubt that on Hare Is account it 
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could quite easily be so. For ·the major premiss of the &bovQ 

argument ensures its relevancE"~ .. And the sc:lffiGI would go for aJly reason 

vJhich we cared to offeJ;. 

This is not to say that Hare is cor,&pletely blind to these 

consequences of his theory. In the last chapter oC Freedom and 
Reason, \..rhere he is c.onside.t·ing the. question of racial conflict. 

he does point out thnt on hi~ principles someone may offel.· as 

· justifying the ill-treatment of other races .reasons which many 

of us would be loth to regard as relevru1t, e~g. physical charac

teristics such as the colour of a man's skin or the shape of his 

nose.. (This is so because the argument, • All people with certain 

physical characteristi<Js ought. to be 111-t:.reat:.ed, this man has 

those characteristics; therefore" t.hJ.s man ouoht t.o be ill-treated', 

is valid .. ) Hare int.c:~r.prets this as .showing ·that his account of 

·moral justification .ls not committ.ed to any· particDlar moral 

standpoint. And this, of cou.I:se, is true. wh.crt Htu:~e does not seem 

to realise is that, i.:1: we accep·t h.is ac,::ountf then th~re is no 

consideration, no nu•;~ttez.· hm~ j.rrelevant H~ m:ight .ueem to be, which 

coull'l not be rega.raeO. ~>s a mo:ral .:c«:l<!toon. Neut.rality is bought at 

the price of vacuity. 

In the second pl~e~ I \ll'ant to draw a·tt.antion to son10 0f 

the aifferences bet\1een wha·t. Hl.lre accepts a:a (.::onstitu·t.ing a moral 

reason, and what we should normally· accept. wa have seen that he 

regards moral arguments as processes of syllog:lstic inference to 
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a moral conclusion, ~ri"th the premisses prdvidii1~1 our rea.sons for 

accepting the conclusion .. so it is a't:. least~ oiear t.h1s:t he i.S 

corrmitted to the view thillt a s·~aternent. C'.Ol!,..·esp6~ld.:lng to OQe of his 

minor premisses could not alono fully· just.ify ~ moral jtidc:;Jment•. 

(It might,. of course, b€1 the only z,·eason givm~, bU'U. th;ls ~ould. 

only be because a major premi::;s had beer~ aDst.111i(ilid., us .:i,.l1 th.~ ease 

of an enthymeme). Hare would not, tc)r instance, accept that to point 

out that a statement was untrue, could ev~r be a sufficier~t reason 

for asserting that someone ought nc>t to make ;l.t. And it seetna to 

me that this conflicts \'lith our. ordinax:y uso of the word •reason•. ' . 

To see this, let us consider what mi9ht be regarded as a 

paradl,gm case of someone making a j\1dg~ent for a reason. Suppose 

a woman has to· make a choice betwe~n telling. her husband, who has 

a.""l incurable disease,. the truth about his condition., or deceJ.Ving 

hiru .i.nto thinl>:..i.ng that he is suffe;rJng frc>m a t.+ivia.l aomp~.;;lint. 

(It is this problem with which one. oii the cnw:·e.ctmrs in Tennessee 

vJilliams • s· cat on a Hot ·.rin Roof is faced.) A;ld suppose, ·to take 

the most straightforwar'Ci case, that she discusses the matter with 

her family beforehand., and decides that since her ~usband would 

prefer. to be tolcJ. the truth, however t~u:r.ible. sho ought not to 

deceive him. v'lhat are we to say cibout. such a casfj? 

well., two trdngs are clear.. (a) The dec~sion is a moral 

one, based on purely moral consi<~rations. Qu~stions of self-

interest are irrelevant... (b) ·.rhi:! r.>~ife • s reasons 1:1re the ones which 
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she gives. This is not to deny that after studying ~e ca,se a 

Freudian analyst might come to. the cone::lusi()n that her rea~ re~on .. 

was, say, an unconscious hate of her husband, and the reasons given/ 

are mere rationalisations. But such a case would necessarilY be an 

except~ional one (whiCh f:~( hypothesis this is not) • All -~he reasons 

'l'le give could qot be rationalJ.sations, for· the notion of 1 a rationa

lisation is parasitic upon that of a genuine reason. 

Now it seems to me that we shoul4 nattirally express ~he 

wife • s reasoning in the above e~arnp.le, as- follows 1 

I'1Y husband would wish me to tell him the truth 

so I ought to tell him the trutll. 

I 

But. it is Hare's contention that this v1ay of expressing it is 

misleading and that in order to rectify this it is necessary to 

introduce the major premiss, • one ought always to do what one• s 

husband 'ltliSheS I 1 and thUS bring 0\.lt Uhe fiYllO~fStiC fO.;ID 0; the . . . r 

argument. rt will then be valid 1by ·the ordinary rules Of 'logic~·4• 

The difficulty here J.s that, while it is poasib1"' to turn any n;,_ l 
deductive argument irAto a syllogism by introducing a· major premiss, · 

to do this trrith moz:al arguments, or wit.h prac·cioal ~gumenta ·· • 

genGraJ.ly, is unilluminatJ.ng, since the maJOlt premiss wi.ll of~~ ~ -

turn out to be one which no one would C:LOOept., 

To see \1lhY Hare • s aoc-.:oun·t is upilluminating; l~t ~$ oons.iaer 

1.vhat he 'lrrould say about the case which I have just mer,\.tioned. His 

contention is that the wife's reasoning requires· a maj()r prendss if 
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it is to provide a full just;ification of n~.Jo· decisi~n· 'that is. to 

say, her argument should really b~ .r~~P.ll"6A?en;~~c1 asa 

one ouCJht cllways ·to do what 0ne• t;J bu.Wan<i wishes 

My husband wishas me not; tc·> CleceiVQ him 

therefore, I ought not to deoeive him• 

The difficulty here ia that s·'he would p:&zob$ly deny that she w~ 

applying any such major premiss,. Indeed it is unlil<:~ly (thou-gh 

not impossible) that aiJhe w<.)t'ild want tQ C<)JIIlti'tli horselt to any 

general statement about what one ought to do in situatio~· where 

one's husband's wiahe~ are involved. Nor will it do to ~ay (as 
5 

Hare does in The .Language of MOrals J that auch a g$ne;-al state-

ment would be only a provisional P.+in<:iplo· to be mo<Ufied in· .the 

light of ex];:,erience. J'10st wives w~uld not feel· thems$lvea bo·und 

to abide by their husband • s wishes if (1} to do so would be harmful 

to him, or (ii) if he were not canpo~ mantis, orl(iii} if· they were 

legally separated, or (iv) if he wished them td shal'o·e their h.ime 
with his mistress. aut it is obviol}.s that tfiese examplfas do not. 

even begin to exhaust the rwlge o.f: po~sible ~eptions. Nor would 

any list of examples,. however long. ~J:t is Just possil::>le to think ,. 

of circumstances in which obeying one's husbi3lld's wishes we>uld .. 

precipitate China into revolution. aut could it be ~aid tbat a 

principle which allows for this posa.ibility ~s mo.rQ accurate than 

one which doesn 1 t? or is there some ce>rnprehensive formula which 
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would cover all these evils? i:>erhaps. but it. would bo likely to 
. ' 

turn out principle ·in·to a trivial tautology like •one ought to' 

obey one's huSband's wish~s. except wher~ to do ~o would be wr~g•. 

Nevertheless, I ·c:to no·t tnink tha·t :J.t Will do mere~y to 

say that Hare's premiss is superfluous. For we ahould then be ~pen 

to the objection that indeed people do say things l.;lke 19ne· ought. 

not to teli lies• or •one ought to oonside~ ona•s husb~d's wishes•. 

_Clearly there is something wrong with an acoounu which holds that 

•one ought to tell the tru:th' is more accurately ,form~lated as 

• speak the truth in general, but there ar~ cert$ classes of cases 
: 6 . 

in which this principle does not,hold' ·~ •one ought to tell the 

truth' is not just a vague generalisation like 'All Frenchmen 

wear berets•, which needs to be qualified by lists of exceptions 

before it even begins to sound plausible •. But if Hare is account 

i·s \"'rong, then what J.s required is nCZJt tc) bE,llfiish such rno.J:al judge

ments from the realm of aigr1J.ficant di.f300UJ:'Se; but to give an . 

account of ·them .whic:h will en,ablEJ1 uo to gr~!j thei.r functi~ there. 

Let us return to tb;, first ~O.i.Qt wnJ.all I made abo~ii Hare• a 

theory. I said earl1E9r that one of the· rea~So,ls. why ,Jiar6l t~ 

th~ any reason u:d~ht; be l:flll\1&"ded 11s +~l.evatlt to a lnQrfll j®gement 

is that he thinks th11t it~ is always pQs~,ijl>~e to introduce soma 

general statement o:f( the. fo.rau 'One ou9h·t to do x• whic:llh will ensure·· 

its relevance. Now I ouggest that thE?~t·o is EJOlTIGJ truth in this 

contention. :staternel)ts like •one ought: to tell the tru·t.b' or •o e 

ought to consioer ont~•a husband's wishes• do show. thiit relevance 



for· the reasons we give .fox· mqral judgeme11ts, only not because, ·as 

.Hare thinks, they form pert of ayllogJ.erllS wJU.clh en~uil thes$ Jud,oe

ments, but because they help to establish th~ @Qral context, the 

framework, within which the reasons Uf3 .zj.iVel'l~ Pt)rhllij:>s :t can clarify 

this• suppo·se thatwe people g~ cli':guin<.J ®oltU whesthar to repc;>rt a 

relative to the police for soJn¢i fa;b·ly ~not· o,J;.;W!inal of~~Qce, ·and 

that dur~ng the argwnent thS one says. •one Ol.lQhU not t.Q c~mceal the 

truth I. NOW the purpoz:ua of th.ts remark. w:l.ll bQ to give t1}1$ OUber 

an insight the range ot considerations whiC!Q he rflg~d~~ B.$ relevant 

to the case, to give him soma idea of uhe mo.t'al at.tittidil that he 

is adopting. To this the other ndght reply. 'Well yes, Qut blood's 

thicker than water. yo\J know• • And again this remB;"k would help to 

show the range of considerations which he is willing to acce~. 

although here there is·less tempta~ion to construe what he a~s 

as the major premiss ir~ a syllogisin. ~he f.1rst man• s remark 

emphasises the importance of honesty mld int~gritr. and ~~ists 

that the·se are the important consiO.era~ic>ns re9a.rdle$s of who is 

involved.; T·he second man insists that. bl"la cualnel'ldll of the familY' 

cannot just be ignoi:.·ede. In both ca.Ses what they say does ilQt 

restrict thein to giving any particulmr reaso~ i;or the mo,tal judge-
~ . . 

ments they make (as· it would if. Ha.re'6 account were Oc>rrect), .but 

it dC>es ·restrict. them 1~o giving reasons within a ce:r:ta,:J.Jl range. 

we should be surprised to hear the second man say, •so we•ll turn 

him in; a£ter all, you can•t go round telling lies ~.o protect 
7 

scoundrels•·. 
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No\~ obviously Hare's theory will only b$ plau~.ibie it 

statements of the form •one ought al\i'ayo to do so-SI)~so• .can h~a. 

any con-tent whatsoever and !;}ti-ll 1:emain inteiligiblo,. Fo~ U thJ.s 

were not so, he would be forced to admit. that the rea~ons we give 

cannot have just any content., for there wou,td bE;t OGJ.'i;$ *"el;l.Sons 
which. could not be incorpor~ted into a val.t.d E.Jtllogil!.lm. ii~ never 

considers this poseib~lity becbuse, he conc~ntratea Pl'l syllogisms 

whose major premisses oould 'flmction in ordinary diiSQourse. e.g. 

statements like •one ought to tell the truth •, E}tc. •.rrue he scme

ti1nes uses phrases like •one ought t:.o do ~i. but these only helP 

the deception. For we ·tend to think that 1$e ve.riab,l.e C<l>ntained in 

thein could have any value. and this is just what is 1il ~uestion.8 



-cHAJ.lTER _III 

A CRl~l'I QUl£ OF HARE ',s :00 p r.rlON i 
?Hil.LIPA Ji'OOX ~ l'.OHA.l.J .1\NP El1PlnlOJ\l, ~~'TERIA 

~ 

AE:> we have seen, HarG· hdld~ a tl1¢ory ~~CC(.}rding 1,;0 wh;l.C::h 

there are no limits ·to what c~m oount as a JI'Ifo):l!'a;[ .treasdn, and so 

far r have tried mer:ely to i.l'ldicat~e :-Joine of t~ha dj.f£iculti49s 

i11to \vhich this leads h.im. Now, :l.n he:c art.i.claa Mrs~ E'ct»trt. ~" 

concer·ned both to show hmt Ha.t'e Is acco\,lnt is ~lJ:"()fl9 an¢. to proiTide 

an alternative theory, and it ls to thJs positive th~dry tha~ I 

shall now '~urn my attention, for· it se~liUD to ba, if anything; 

less plausible than Ha.re 's own. 

I \'rant to begin. by ask.ing \'thy i·t is that- Nrs. Foot finds 

it necessary to advance the so1:t of theory which \.J"e find in 

'Moral Ar'=luments', 1 ;,loral JJeli~fs', and •ooooness and Choice•. 

we luiS:ii•t be incli..""led ·to say that ~t is si.rnply because she is 

looking for an altG:tnutive to the theory \tihiCh she had already 

attack\::d .in her oux·liur .;u:t.i•=' le, 1 viheu is a l?r,.inciple a ;· io.ral 

l?:.::b-~ciple? • Lut \..r~lile this wot: l;C. Lo cor:~:·e~t aid f e.r ns ~t. goes, 

it. \voulu be unilltmdnutingl fox: i·t~ IH:'lglwcts rm:Uly oi .:;.he deeper 

issue.Ei in the C:ebat.e bet\17Elen Hare ~d. ~s• Foot. l suggest that 

the real answer is t<J bE.J found at the be<.:; ~li:·lint~ of 'l•10ra.J, 

Argument;;~ 1 , \vhare l"irs., J:'oot is consi6ering the pl."'blem of moral 

ueadloch. which l indicate in the rntroduct~on to th.is essay1 • 

A.s t'll'e have neen, this a.ri.ses bccaw:;e in mora-ls we seem to be 
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continually faced w.ith disputes \'/here agreement cannot be rew:hed, 

and yet in which the opinions of bo·ch parties aro equally \tell

founded. Yet the same does not seem to be true of most o~her · 

types of disagreemant. rt is characteristic of, for J.psti:Jllce, 

scientific and empirical dispuws that th~y at'~ always in principle 

capable of being resolved 2• If x a11Q. ':1 disagree over whether 

tht::i:"8 i.s a car in lh8 IJdrage, then there is ont; \FJ.Y in which they 

c un · deciue the wal;ter once and for all, ... lc.H:-~ ly by going and 

looking. If a a.nC. b dinagrae over tt!C tc:.~perature on the Air 

Ninistry roof, t.t1en tht:Jre a.z:e rt::'cogni~ad v1ays of finding out who 

is rj_rJht:. ln bc.th· cas<::s .it wcLlci. be absurd to say that their 
C:i.re 

vie\"~ equally \vell fuunc•ed if the,y- £ aj.lcd to raaCUl agreement. 

Yet in the sphe:re of morality thG .:;;an1e doGs n(~t acem always to 

apply. Ana /::.[Lis C<:iudes 6lftJ.cu1tie:;. :f,Jr. those fo.r: whom the 

well.;..touncea moral j uci~t..tt11ent., when ".X is bt:l¢l" Gall bo eqtil;llly 

well..:.foun<ied it is not oaf:ly . t:.o see • 3• 

~'JO':J, cne \oJclj o:E ::io lvin,·;:~ c.id::. r·.r~oblen~ .i;;,; :.:-::ln:ply to deny 

~chat. ·thare is general •Jgre'-'Hnont abc.'ll't tha crit.e.ria :Eor deciding 

them.. It is uhJaJS ,possible to support an empirical sta:tanl3Jlt 



vJith .n;~;:.~sons which ~:~:c·i!J both c::omcluf]ive and t'lhC)SCJ truth is not 

ciisrmted by either pcu:ty. '.J. 1 ,o;:l pur.pome <):f! MrfH Foot's late.r 

articles is to shOI'l t,l1nt ·tho sar.ie .i.s true of rnm:al judgements. 

'I'hat is~ she v1inh1.W t.o uho1., t.h;'lt • i1~ i.s J.a.i.d down that somo 

thing8 co, and son£"! ·th 1n<Jn do not:., c:ount. :ln f nvour Df a JTIC).r:al 

. ll-
conclusion• · .. 

And indeed, if 3he can establish ouoh a thesis., t.hen the 

consecr.;ences for wor:al philosQpht will be t~,_;ofold. iJ'or: noc. only 

will she have effectively dis_posed of HCU:'l3 • a account of nora! 
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reasons, but she wi~l also have prov.i.ded a procedure for settling 

any ethical dispute. she need only sh0111 that there are cert,ain 

reasons, whose tru·th is a necessary cmd auff icient justification 

of any moral judgawen1::., and she can kill two birds 'IJith one stone. 

vle must now see ho~1 she i:l tends to accomplish this feat. 

In •..:-iorul Al.gt:.r11...:.:l~~s 8 ~110 bi::JQ.:lus hy considering the work 

ter;.u, cio~s a:t lua~t SO(;;u. t.0 i all int.v tl!e claa,s oi what H.;u.·e: 

woul.:i call 1 evuluativ~ 1 t.-::1::-mo (ol: w.nich i.XJr ai t.u.rws are , said to 

:Lo.rl!: o-: sub-cla.ss) .. 'lt. l::>', sh(;l ~~ys, 'obvious ·ttwt there is 

~=;umathing (;: ls;;;; t.:.o lJe ;;;; aiCJ. about the wo.r:-d 11 .z:·u.:;.e 11 besi.<ies t.he fact 

that it ~xpresses f e:dr ly mild co.lcemnatiol..:.; it. can only be used 
~-

'.-ti!E::!:C<2 ce:ct.ain O.escl:ipLlons apply' -~ ln i:.he next. StllltE:nca W(;l are 

tolt-5 vJhct ti!e oesc.r:ipt~un::i .i.n que~ti.on ar.a. A piece of behaviour 

is rucG i£ CJJ:Ad only i.f it 1 c: c.iu~ef:i of.tenc:e by im:•icatf.ng lack c;>f 
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respect', and \lhother it. (lo~s so ox: no·t is a purely fact;l.lal 
6 . 

matt.er • so thero are n~cesscu.y and sufficient conditions of. 

rudeness, <:md. •..rhile of course a man may· always refuse to discuss 

• points of etiquette • ,. once he does agree to do so, he is commi-

tted to accepting thetHl as reasons. 

r.·Je <..:a..n ':JiVe for an ev..:tlLlat.iVEi ju...:l.;:;azrent is J.irr.lted in this sort 

oi · . .;ay, t.her. hL·s .. Foot. se~s no good rGason ~-;hy it should not be 

the very leust a6n:it tho po:.:.~ibil.j:t1 of this., and it therefore 

becom.:!S reas:::>na.blo. 

·t~ue 1 lu8en ilw t~G~ulnj wt~n tho criterion of 

7 
o£f·3n3.:Lv•;::.n<:HJB J3 ~...o.:t.up;leO.· .• 

i-.Jhat -than are t:.i·da J.L1:lt12cl o.::.·c.. oL rr::lasons ~'lhich alone 

hav8 any r8levru·1co in L.i:lU ju.::.;t1.:tU•;;.at.J.on o:f c.u:t· uoral d..:.:tc:lauvcls 

and j uogements i' well, in • HCu:·al l;Joli.;;.:fv 1 .l'lJ."EJa .l··oot tells Ut:J 

tha1:. sorrething car. only ca:nmt nD a mo:rul rrz,uson if it •c:cm 

be shown to be such t.hat it j.~ necessc:a.-ily connected with what 

a man wants' ·• 'l'rue; other pl:lil0so1Jher u of the ac:ure school have 

exJ_:..re.ssed this yoint. in m~..ny ci.t:Cer..:,r.it 1;;ays. Inst~:H.¥l o.L •what 
~; 
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a man wants • Miss Anscombe refers to 'huma.P £J.o\lrishing 1 /,-

and r1rs;. Foot herself uome·tj.mes p.r:t.-tf.ers t.o t~l.k o:f 1 h\,lman QOOd 

an,d harm• 9 ~ · But the divorsit~y is mora appnr$nt 1;han real. ll'or 

just: as a plant flouriahea only when J.t.s needr• U'$ satitJfJ.e6~ 
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so a man is held to f louriah cmly when hit:~ neeCJu a.r·e sati.isf.i~d. 

Aga:ln, if we are to mnke somo sense of Mrs •. Foot's doctrines then 

• human good' must be 'w>~hatave.r·, satisfiE"~s a man's wants, clrid by 

the same token, 1 human harm• whateve.t- p.r·events thei.t: satisfection. 

what~ever Foot, AJ."lscombe, etc., mean by tha.se various phrases. it 

is clear that for them it constitutes tl~ point of morality-and 

must therefore proVid•S the SO·le justi:t!;J.cation for O\).r moral 

beliefs. 

Nm,, pr in~a facie t.his wou.lo seem to be a rrost implllUs.iJ:>le 

t.heory. In particular Jt seems ubt.au.:·d tio suggest that the only 

justification for -che virtues of oow:-ago, justice, etc., lies 

j_n the fact that we need thern in C.)Ul- cleulirlgs vii th c; t .. hers, or 

thr:1t only by being jt1st and courageous can a man. survive. If 

jw::tice is only t:iome obscure kine of seJ.f:prewa.z.vation- why c1o 

1.ve adm.ire the just mtm1 Is not he, as much ~~s the unjust man, 

me:cely lookin~ c:..fter himsel£, only bet.ter? 

Wol.-se still ~1rs. Foot's thoory might woll ba regarded 

as a pror.----osal to do ~way with moral language altOgether by 

reducing it to a var:lety of Dtraightforward pr·acti.cal language. 

l:..nd indeed, many Ph:i losophers of r~t:rs. Foot 1 s persua.Si,on have 
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openl_i ackno1rrledged ·this as their J.ntention. Thus, for instance,

in » 1v1oci.ern Moral Philo:JOphy' N.iss Ansco~e off era thel thesis 

that • ·the concepts of obU,gation and duty • •• and of wha't; is 

r::orally r.ignt anu 11/.t:'on~J, and of the moral sense of "ought11
, 

10 
ought to .oe jettisoned, ii this is psychologically possible• ·~ 

Again, G .. H .. ·vori dright, in 'l'he va:r·ie·t.ies of· Goodness~ has 

argued that •the so·-called moral sense of ."good11 is a der.ivative 

or se~ondary semsB, which must be explained in terms of the 

non-moral us·es of tria words 
1
} anr.i .indeed Mrs. Jloot herself 

raise dou.bts ·about \vhetr1er it makes sense to spealc •=>f a noral 
1 ~! 

use of tna HOrd 'good' • 

Yet -r.'l'e a.ro inclined to say ·tho:t an,¥ c:ttt.empt ·to reduce 

the rr:oral uses of c gooLl• to a var.i.ot.t of J.ts non-moral uses 

is bounu to end up by wJ.sreJ,:l..t:'tJSO!lting the fo.qner, tor it will 

of jucige~r;ent in wil.ich they c~ccur.., I s.tHlll tx::.{ to sh01rr that this 

n.tt.eJnp·t to suprlOrt hHr th.-~sts ?..bout moral reasons \V'it.h any sort 

of proof in the acct-pted sen~t~ of th.a word •. That it~ is poss.:lble 

tha·t there aJ::-e reasons which constitute a. necessary and suffi-

cicnt conoitior. for: any mOJ·:':\1 j\.ld•Jement, ahe doea indeed try to 

·establish. 'l'hat tnis is so, r:mC! that these reasons must be of 

t.i:e Lind she s<,lys. is never proved c1.nd !'lrs., Foot does not try to 
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prove it. she does, ho',.oeve~·, o.tfex:· what Mill. might t:all 

•considerations ••• cupabla of dc.~tE"~rndning the intt;llect either 
. 13 

to give or withhold its aasorrt to the doot.xr!n~' , 13.1.'ld I now 

·.vant to conoi<.~er two of these 0 

'i'h<= theory that the only considerat.ions raLavant to moral 

judgements are oneu connect.ed wit~h 'good and haz·n1 1 is often 
14 

thought to be zo self-evidently t.iue -~hat it require ne> p.roof' • 

of course. appeals to self-evic.ence are gene.z:·ally a rathez; 

fruitless method of philosophic~\l argument, but 11rs. Foot • s 

oi t.Lt; confusion uncierlying her t;~eory. she saysa 

r {io not J<no.,.1 Hhc.t oould be r~!ant by Eli.lYing that 

it 1t:as norr:o~mne' s ~::ut.t to CJo oonK::l~h.i.ng, unless thcr~ 

"1<::.5 an att:ernpt to shm·T why .i.t mi3t.ter~<.1 1:1: this sort 

of: thing ~·!<.lf3 not done. HC)H car! gucstiono nucl:l as • What 

c.<.h.rant.aS~e is t:lHir·e in .... 7 1 ~ 1 ~-Jhy J.:s. it important?' 

be set i.lsicie 
15 here'? · 

l suggest that there is a radical confusion in this passage, 

wh.J.ch becomes appa:centif v1e cqnsider the follo\'rin~l example~ 

. Sup_::-,ose 1 s;:_y t..; my young sGn ,John, 'You know. you ought 

to bu mo.r:e obecJent t. <md an• chalJ.en9ea by r-u:-s. Foot to t;ive 

IC!cu>orw \vhich I 0.tve mJ<;Jht. bi~ saJo to ~thO'!rJ wh~·· Jobri' s obedience 

i!:i j mr·o.r tant; . 
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1. In one sense my reasons must show this, for 1n 

this sense to ~droit that it was not important ('did not matter'; 
i 

• had no point •) would be to admit the triviality of my remark.~ 

And no one can regard his own moral· judgements as tJ:·ivial, for. 

a man 1 s morality is those sorts of t.hings V1~1ich he regards as 

important in his lii:e. 'You ought to do this, but it doesn't 

re uily m3.tter t·Jtie·ther you cio it· or not •, is a piece of nonsense. 

2.. L1 the nocond sense of 'important •, what. Hrs. FOQt 

says seews to 1:10 to be quite .incorr~ct. ~'/e see ..-that this sense 

is, if w= cons iGE.:r the rolE:~ 'V'Jhich the 'lrlOJ~d has .:f.n sentence like 

the following= 

(a) It is irr{>Ort:.cnt. to c; lean the rnachine before use. 

(b) Irq,.;ortnnt~. I.i~ht. blue touch-pupe.r i:md "retire 

by qiving reClsons whl.ch link it \'Jit~h •hum~n good O:UlCI har.m.' o.t· 

\,ith the advantage whi.ch J.t. is l.iJ~ely to br.in!lJ. Du~ I clo not. 

think that this is the senfJe in Hhic;h it is normully used in 

r..oral cont:exts. Inc'~eec, onE~ if.l iuclined tc.l say that 1f I do 

this is an inC..iCotJon tha·t tho juc'!gGrr.e.nt is not a moral On\3e 
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by saying, ,• If John isn't· obedient then he'll soon find out 

why he ought to be', or 'Because he's beginning to get on my 

nerves', this v-10uld sur~ly be a si9n that moral issues were not 

involvede A reason ~-.rhich v1as necessarily connectea with what a 

man \-Jants, far: from being a paracigm case of a morul reason. 

as .:-:rs. Eoot thiilks, 1-vould se::ve to change the v1hole character 

o.r tLe di.sct:ss.ion. And this is even mo:r:e obvious if \'le take her 

. o1.vn example of justice. For it is clt:HJ.r t~nat if :iiOiooone were to 

recomrrend justice on tht!l Qrouna that • You ree:tlly oo.n •t get 

along 1.·li'thout it', ~10 shoul1~1 hesitate t.o oa11 rc.oral 

L>elie:E at all .. 

;.~.t·s .. l·'oot is, o.t cotu:·so, l.·i·,Jht to say t.hat it must al,.,a,ys 

he l101c~r..ible to SUJ-·:xJ.cl: o fJL·act:ical ju~.-i~;e.IT18nh l·d.th reasons in 

~or it is reasons of this sort wh:lct·~ ~JiVtUt wha:t:. we BC\Y 

1 ts m~ cELing.. When I any, 'You ou~Jht to wat~er that plant • • tJ'lis 
i 

v1ould be incdmprehcrlsible unless it wore un<.'lerstood t~ha·~ plan·ts 

<iie ~'lithout vrate.t' .. But if I c:~m askaa to support a noral judge-

r·ent in this \\ray, then I am at a loss to know wh~:~t is wanted. 

·" 16 
As I-msh Hhees asks, ''dhat rr.ore could I tell you?• 

,\lOvJ it S08Iil::.; to me that it if! onJ.y becn.use uhe conflatea 

tllf2~>t:: t\vO s.;;n.se.::; ot 'irr.po.rtant' thc:t 1~\n:l .. l"oot•s theory has an:y 

iac.:ecl ·,,.Jith a c~ilemma. Fcx· while •..;e na:tw <:tll.y regsrc our inoral · 
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judgements as anythin~j but trivial, and would llfJ'V'er adm.it that:· 

they do not really matter, we f8el reservations about accepting 

i.'IJZ so Foot • s ·theory" YE~t the passage which I have been consi-

oer ing gives the improssion that the only alternatives are 

(a) to give reasons which will shm-r the point of a pointless 

bel.ief, or (b) ·to accopt thc-:.t !1er account of moral reasons is 

corract. The difficulty only idisap~ars 'wlhen we re<::llise that 

:..:::-s. root • s ~;~.;.:niliV:.il.Y ·i.i::pos s:lble ·tnsk :c~;Js'l:.s r.:m a st~raightfo.rward1 

;:,orc.llity is nE::cC:J~:Js<u·ily poir.t~les.a. In the qther it ca.."l ne-ve:: be. 

J. \'lflnt nov1 to tL1rn i"ny ottent.ion t.o an.oth(Jr lina of · 

a.r·gun~nt wllicn Jr; som:..JtJJ~ns useo in IHlppol~t o.t: th~:~ sort of 

theo.l:"y under cons:lde.r-ation .. lt i.!:l ·to be j!ound :in C7(H1Ch 1 s a.t:ticle 

'Good and Evil', l.;ut MIS. Fc~ot provides PF1rhCips the most. con
• 

vincing exposition in t112!' 'Goodneos and Choice'. Since it tlcams 

to pinpoint the funoa11.cnt~al ;fallacies .in t.hu wl)ula a.pprot~Ch, I 

shall briefly surrunar iae the argwnant beto.re att.enlJ,:>ting to 

criticise it. z-.:.rs. Foot's ai1n is tO show that ·the criteria of 

9oodness of an object are 'always dete.x.-rnined. and not a matter 
17 

for ciecision • , ana she thinks that this can be done in thai 

follo.-..Jing "''ay. 

She begins oy crawing at't.ent.l.on t.o a class o± worcs 

'.vl"1ich,. -....,;hen pL-eceaed by • gooa • yiela CI:iteri.a of gooaneva. 'rhe 

',•J 

~ 



reason why this is so., is that t.hese \ll't."'rd$ (~enera.J.ly rfia~ex-ried 

to as 'functional-' words) •name of object in rQ&peett ot J.ta; 
1.8 .. . 

function • • For example, the ·function of a knife is to cut. 
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so it will be a minimum qualification of somo;hing being a good 

kni£e that it cuts well. If asked why a particular knife ia a 

good one, my reasons must at least refer to the fact that it 

performs its function well. ~ut, it is argued, we can generalise 

this po,int to include words which are not functional in any I 
normal sensa· of the word. For example~ it would be straining 

language to say that a farmer, a horse rider, a book, or a 

father had a function, yet there is still a limited range of 

reasons which can be given for COJTDlJending any one of ~~e. A 

man can only be a good farmer 'because of his forming, wllile 

'1.-1hat counts as good farming must be, e. 9•, maintaining c:ropm 
19. 

and herds in healthy condition•· • Again, •tl~ minimum condition 
. 2 

of good riding is an ability to control a hor$e 1 ~ ~ good 
21. 

book must 'interest us profoundly' , and a goo4 father is one 
. 22 

'ilho 1 looks after his children as best he can• • 

Now l't'hat conclusions can be drawn from all this? Well, 

Hare had argued that there are no limitatiqns to what can count 

as a moral reason • .Mrs. li'oot, by .sheez: proliferation of EQCamples1 

seeks to show that this ·is not true of any of the uses of 'good• 

outside morals. 'l' he c:onc 1 us ion d.t·nwn is that if Hare~ s acel:ount 

~1TeJ:-e correct with reQard to the characte~istiaelly moral uses 

of the term, then theoe would • seem to be di:ff"''"ent from all 
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23 
others cases in \1/hich 1r1e talk of a good such-and-such' • 

Part of the di:ff iculty in criticisi:1g this a.rgu.mEmt is 

that it is not quite clear what is supposed to be so dubious 
24 

about this • After all., we expect the moral uses of words to ; 

differ from their non-noral uses. It would l:>e rather surprisJg 
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if they did not. But I want to ignore ·this point. What. I, want,'i 

to suggest is that Mrs. Foot ·has not evefl e.stablished he~ ,thelis 
-· 

in the case of the non-moral uses of 1 gooci' • Nox- do I think that 

any such thesis can be established. 

Let us see why 1 t is that there ~$ .cf)~tain c a.Ses wbere 

the reasons we can givo for commending an o.bjeot are lim!tea. 

It seems to me that this i~ pecause t.he obje$<"Jt in quesi;ion has 

a characteristic purt>Oae or point. 'Xhe Qenerally accepted ·point 

of farming is, as M.I'fJ. Foot says, ·the ntaill·tainin<~J of crop$ and 

heJ.'"ds in healthy condition. So the minint~ qualification for 

being a good farmer is that one's arops and he~ds ·do pot d.tes. 

But if follows from t.his that ·if there were disagree~nt over 

the point of farming~ or if its points were different, th$n we 

could no longer necessarily offer this au a reason for saying 

that someone was a. good farmer. If I ask why Jones ia a good 

se1rrage-farmer, I ha.t:dly expect to hear that herds thrive on his 

land. 
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Now this is irnportan·t, for it means that there· cap be 
established criteria by which to settle disagreements, only 

where an object or activity has some 1mdisputed point. And this 

does not seem to be the case even outside n~rel1ty1 as becomes 

apparent when \"le turn to what Mrs. Foot se:tu about works of art 

on pp. 52-3 of 'Goodness and Choice• • 

. •we cannoti, she says, •consider the criteria of goodness 

in books and picture without noticing the part whicb literature 

and art play .in civilisatioil such as ours•. Now this, of course, 

is true, for it is .the part which something plays in a civili

sation which determines what the crittaria are. But the reason 

why- Nrs .. Foot• s argument seems so strallye is that, while we 

cannot imagine any dispute about the purpose of.a knife, it is 

obvious that disputecs about the point of works of art do cons-

tantly occur. 

For example, when Brecht's play. Mann ist Nann was first 

st2.ged in Germany, mc:my critics objected to· the performance of 

Peter I..orre on the gx'ounds that it was wooden, unemotional and 

monotonous. Yet Brecht in his reply to I.orre• s critics made it 
25 

clear tha·t he regarded theset qualities aa virtues- , 

How could vuch a situation ru:·ise1 The em~wer seems to 

be that both had different. concE:ptimis o:f: the po.int of. the 

theatre.' 



According to the trad!t.iona1 concept of the1 theatre in 

Germany, the a.ctor tried to make tha audience experience the 

feelings and emotions of the character whom he w~ playing~ He 

'lived his part •. But, for Brecht, the theatre had a different 

purpose. It ~.ras intended to appeal l.t3ss to the spectator• a 

feel~gs than to his reason • 

Because of this, Brecht and his critics reached different 

conclusions. By traditional standards, lorre had given a mediocre 

per.formance. Yet for Brecht, I.orre's acting was good precisely 

bee a use it 'IJ' as 'trlOOd,en and unemotional. 

Now, surely examples like these show the futility of 

attempting to ba5e any sort of aesthetic criticism on the alleged 

pur~ose of a work of art. Mrs. Foot's thesis. is,~ no doubt, and 

. illuminating one when restricted ·to activities which do have a 

clear-cut, non-contrmrersial point1 it is particularly illu

minating when applied to games, where the whole activity is 

directed to'IJards some agreed end, such as scoring a goal or 

winning a trick. But it would be wrong to assume that even all 

non-moral activities ·were of this sort. ~ 

But nm~, what are we to say ~)OUt morality itself? 

Do all our moral decisions have some common, Undisputed point, 

such that we can aay ·r.dth certainty· what reasons w:ill count aa 

relevant to any rroral judgement. as Mrs. Foot thinks? 
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It seems to me that 1 t is here that the theory under 

consideration really breaks down. For it i~ $urely quite 
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I 

implausible to suggest any one. point for all moral. action. True 

the.re are a host of c;andidates _for ·this role a 'human good and 

harm•, 1 \vhat all men want•, 'human flourishing', as well as such 

tr~.litional stand-bys as 'happiness•, 'pleasunJ 1
, and 'sel£-

; 

interest• .. But the majority o'f. these suffer from baing either 

too narrov-r, 1~ 'pleasure', or too vague. lilw 'h\lman flourish

ing'- .. Now part of the value of Mr£. Foot's work j_s that she 

tries to say in precise terms what is .involved .1n concept~ons 
.. 

like these. The argu~M~nts in 'MOral Beliefs• make it quite clear 

tha·t for her, human flouri~:hing or human good consists ~t leas-t 

j_n freedom from physical injury. This ia why she th1nks it 

possible to impOse st.rict l.imits on 1r1hat is ·to count as a moral 

reason. If I wish to •give a reaso.n why someoria ought to QO X., Z 

c~ do so by showing ·that x leads to soroothing whJ.oh he wants. 

And what all men want it to escape injury. So ~ say that some 
r 

action will lead to ~~jury i~ to give a rea~on for not doing it. 

It may not always be a conclusive reason, but at least it is 

always a reason. 

The question is, then, whether the fact that some action 

will lead to injury is always a reason for avoiding that action. 

r. think that it is not. we have no difficulty in .imagining the 

kind of person for wht::>m questions about the possible injury 

resulting from a proposed course of action are quite irz:elevant 
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to whether they ought to do it or not. ~he Jehovah' 5I _w1tness, 

refusing to allow a blood transfusion for his dying child, is 

quite aware of the injuries which may result from h~s decision. 

It is just that, for him, such matters have no relevance. Again, 

consider the following passage from Malcolm's memoJx of 

wittgensteins 

Moore's health was-quite good in 1946-47, but 

before that he had suffered a stroke and his doctor 

had advised that he should not become greatly 

excited no.r fatigued • .Mrs. l"loore enforced this by 

not allm..ring Moore to have a philosophical dis-

cussion with anyone for longer than one hour and 

a half. wittgenstein was e;,ctremely vexed by this 

regulation. He believed that liiJ.Oore should not be 
' 

supervised by his wife. He should discuss as long 

as he liked. If he became excited or tired and had 

' ' a stroke and' died-well, that would be a decent r 
><. 

'-IJay to die a ~-1ith his boots on. Wittgenstein 

felt that ••• a human being should do the thin 

for which he he.s ·a talent \'lith all his energy 

his life long and should never relax his devot 

to his job merely in orde.t· to prolong his exis 

It seems to ma that here Malcolm is not portra a 

man for whom philosophy was ao important that any injury which 

might result from it WO\.lld t.-ecede into z.·elative insignificance, 



but rather someone for whom any personal injury done ,by his 

life as .. ,or}~ would be quite irrelevant. It was not just that, 

for vJittgenstein, the possible loss of one's life was not an 

overriding reason for •taking it easy' • but that, for him. it 

~.:1 as not a reason at all. Any appeal to 'human good cmd harm• 

~.-1 oul<:': have cut no ice at all with Wittgenstein, for as far ~s 

he was concerned 'dyiniJJ with one's boots on• O.id not count a5 

harm. In the face of c~1ses like theue. we must sun;·ly conclude 

that the concept of 'what all men want • is an empty one. 

It does not, h0111ever .. follow that all of Mrs .. Foot•.s 

argument is equally futile. Certainly iler positive thesis is 
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not a convincing one, and I ·think ·tha:t any attempt to confine 

moral reason within tne scope of a simpl~ formula \-Tould .be 

equ·ally unconvincing. It is my purpose to. show that the reaso:ns 

\'le give for moral juagements are limited in a quitE~ different 

vtay., But it is to her cred1t that she snw the absurdity in Ha.I:e • s 

sw;gestion that anything can count as a moral reason. Her mistake 

was to assume that the only alternative \'tas that there must be 

sorre sirnple and strict formula governing what could do so. In 

the following chapter I shall try· to show that there is a third 

alternative \'lhich will allow us to rectify the faults in both 

theories .. 



ci-IAPI'ER IV 

.tv:O RAL UN lVERSALISAT JON a KANT AND HARE 

Almost everyone now agrees that moral judgements must, 

in some sense, be universalisable. And this agreement is tYPically 

taken to be an agreement with a central c:ontribution of l<?Olltian 

ethics .. Much that is currently said ·about moral universalisation, 

however, would have been st.rongly rejected by Kant. A:nd so the · 

label 1 universalist 1 does not of itself aid our understanding of.· 

Kant's pasition at all and can easily interfere with such under-

stan a ing. 

R • .M.. Hare, for exarriple, offers a the.ory of moral 

unive:r·salisation that is often regardea as Kantian in character. 

According to Hare, the fundamental principle of Morality is the 

principle that whatever rule any agent appiies to o·t.her persons 

he must also apply, or be willing to have applied, to himself, 

and conversely .. ·rhis is, accord.tng t:.o Hare, simply the demand 

that moral judgmen-ts must, as a requirement 0f r111tionality, ·be 

universalisable. 'rhis theory is quj.te clt~arl.y formal (i.e. any 

end or purpose· carY be a part of mor:ality fl0 lon~ as the agent 

\1lills it for everyone including himsel:f), ·and it does appear 

initially plausible to say that it enshrines a kind of Kantianism. 

But this is a misleading impression. 

First of all. j.t is important to see how ve.ry strange~ 

Hare as view really is- :c·or. it is reaLly quite radically subjective 



in character .. For Hare, the universalJsability of a judgment 

depends solely upon what the agent is willing to accept. He is 

not claiming that a univ<:!rsalisable moral judgment is one which 

in f ac·t could obtain as a universal practice. Rather it is one 
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which the agent does will to accept as a universal practice~ No 

matter hov-1 evil or unworkable the state of a:ffa:lrs, if the agent 

is willing that he and everyone E~lse labour under it, then the 

judgment is moral. The universalisability of a jud~ment, th~1, 

is not determined by any objective state of affait.a in the agent's 

environment, but only by what the agent is or is not liilling to 

put up with. 'The test of the .agE:mt' s wished for himself qua 

recipient would justify rules which impose on ·their recipients 

unjust or irrmioral hardships, including racial discrimination and 

even genocide. If werner is uilling to be exterminated if it is 

discovered that he ia a Jew, ti·len Werner's prescriptive judgment 

'Exterminate the Jews' counts as moral. Morality, on this view, 

becomes essential:ly a private rather than a public en·terpr·i.se. 

As H. L. A. Hart remo.rks' 

To characterise n:orality • • • as primax·ily a matter 

of the application to conduct of those ultimate 

principles which the individual accepts or to 

,_.,i·lich he commits himself for the conduct of his 

life seems to me an excessively Protestant 

approach. ~portant as this aspect or kind of 

moral judgment is. we need to understand it as 

a development from the primary phenomenon of ·th~ 

morality of a social group. ('IJegal and Mor.nl Obl.1gation 1 

in ~ssays in ~r~l Philosophy). 

.I 
'! 
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Now it must be admitted that I<pnt's statement of the Categorical 

Imperati~e would, if vit3wed uncritically, incline one to inter- , 

pret Kant as holding a similar positions 

Act only according to that maxim by which you can 

at the same time will that it should become a 

universal law (Foundations, 421 a Beck, 39). 

This certainly sounds as though Kant, like Hare, were saying 

that you act on moral (as opposed to privata) grounds so long 

as you are simply willing that your· maxims be tii1iversal.· However, 

;-1e should be suspicious of pinning such a viet-; on Kant, for we 

must remember that his exercise in pure moral philosophy is to 

alscover: the nature of :1:ully rational action. And the impos:ition 

of genocide by a fanatic hardly seems to cor·respond with such 

an Ideal paradigm of rationality - no matter· ho\11 much the 

fanatic is willing to suffer the awful consequences of what he 

does. And inQeed, if we proceed a few paragraphs '-fw:·ther in the 

Foun9ations, · vJe find that Kant 1 s view is considerably more complex 

than Hare 1 s z 

~~e must be able t.o will t:.nat a mwd.m of our action 

become a uniV€lrs.al law; this is the CanOn Of the 

moral estimat1on of ow: action gen~)rally. t3orne 

actions are of such a nature that their maxim 

cannot even be thou9ht. a~; a universal law of nature 



\vithout contradi:Ction ..... In others this int(~rnal 

impossibility is not found though it is still 

impossible to will that their maxim should be 

raised to the universality of a Law of nature, 

bee ause such a will would contradict itself 

(Foundations, 4241 Heck, 41-2). 
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so Kan·t is really operating here with two priilCipL~s of morality. 

rrhe first 1 USed to der i.Ve perfect dutieS When later employed as 

a cri-terion, is that you should ac·t on no maxim which is incapable 

of being a universal p.t·actice. The second.,. later used as a 

criterion for imperfect duties, is that certau1 maxims, even if 

capable of being univex:sal practices,. oarmot aount as moral ii 

the agent cannot consi~ltently will that they be» universal praG-

tices; And neither of these principles is subjective. Tht=.~ first 

speaks., not just of whctt can be willed (for, as the existence of 

irrational people surely shows, anything can be willed), but what 

can ·be consistently willed. And, as l shall argue later, by 

'consistently willable,. Kant does not mean merely cons'istency 

~'lith ~vhatever contingent desires I, by some personal quirk, just 

happen to have. Rather he means consistency with the desire&J that 

all men necessarily have. This desires he calls essential ends 

of humanity., and they play a c:rucial role in Kant • s material 

metaphysics of morals. 

Kant's views on moral universalisation, then, ~re not 

formal in the sense that Hare•s are. But what are his. views 
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then? To see this, we shall need to examine tha three pure 

formulations of the categorical ~erative. These a~e ·all 

recognisable by the fact that they make no reference to nature 

or to humanity, but are stated as characteristic of rationality 

as such. They may all be expressed in the indicati"'7«9 IIOod, and 

they shJuld be so expressed to avoid cenfusion between pure and 

applied moral philosophy. For my working formulations, I shall 

use t.he follovring 1 

1. x is a fully rational being if and only ~E X 

acts on maxims that are \miversalisable. 

2a X is a fully rational being if and only ~f X 

treats rationality, whether in its own being 

or in that of another, always as an end never 

as a means only .. 

3. X is fully rational being if and only if X acts 

as though he 1.-lere a law-making nember in a 

universal kingdom of ends. 

What I wish to argue in the remainder of th.'l:s chapter ii 

is that formulation (2) is the fundamen·tal formuJ..at.ion of the 

categorical Imperative. It, ru1d the doctrine of •ends in 

themselves' upon which it rests, are absolutely essential to 

understanding what Kant means by moral univel:sali~ation. 

Now the.deduct.ion of formulation (l) from the concept 

of. a rational being is easj.ly- presented. Kant does not actually 

give us the argument in the F0undations (except as an enthymeme), 

•· • ·• • . .... t, 

'· .. -.... ;,,.,,.;...:~·..:.if:~~)-~.-;~ 



but by adding a premise (b) from the C:citique of Pure Reason, 

""e can get the followings 

(a) x is a fuliy rational be.i.ng if and only if X acts 

only acoorc.ing to a conception of law (at Founda

tions, 4121 Beck, 28)~ 

(b) x is a law only if X is universa+ (at Critique of 
Pure Reason, A 21 Kemp SmJ.th, 42)• 

TheJ~efore ~ x is a fully rational being if and only· if X acts 

acccn·ding to a concept~ion of universal law. 

\"/e seem to have, then, as a fundarm;mtal principle of 

' ':j 
~~ 

a fully rational bein~J, that. it acts only on a conception of 

universal lav1s. HoweVE!r, having this principle is not. in itself 

any great asset in oUJ:- inquiry intc> pure moral philosophy. For, 

as it stands, the notion of 'universal law' lacks specification 

and cannot be brought to bear upon speCifically moz:al issues. 

For surely we would not \'lant to claim, for exan1ple ·that there 

is any ~Dral significance j~ acting on a conception of the 1~ 

of unive·rsal gravitat.ion - though such action certainly satis-

fies ': bare crite.r:ion of universali.sability. 

This d.ifficulty, however, is mc•re apparent than real 1 

For ~.o1e must remerrber that \ve are talkJ.ng about the universal!- . 

sability of maxims pr .inciples o:f human action. But behaving 
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in accordance tV'i th t.he law of universal gravitation }las no maxim 

because such behaviour is. not, in any neaningful sense. an 
. ~ 

; 
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act~Lon at all. For it is not wit~hin my power to refrain from 

behaving in accordancE' with this law. '!'hough my jumping off a 

building might very vlE3ll be. an ac·tion of mine, we should hardly 

want ·to say that my falling and hitting the ground was ·also an 

action on my part. It is not somE~thing I did, but something which 

happened to me. Thus ;in spelling out universalisability in any 

ethically relevant sense· (in a sense characterising intentional 

hu.rnan actions), ''~e must remerrber ·that .,.rhat must be universal!- . 

sable is not brute bodily behavio'ur as such, but the max~ of 

actions. Universalisability thus cannot be spelled out as simply 

consistency with actual laws of nature. I act according to these, 

surely, but not on a conception of them. 

Neither can 1 universalisable' mean 'logical consistency' 

in any formal sense!. ~1/e can. kn<?W whether a given statement is 

formally consistent without YillOirting anything about the content 

of' the statement .. '£his is, after all, the value of formal pro

cedures,. 'l'hey test the logical consistency of statements once 

the actual terms or con tent o£ these staternent:.1 have been 

replaced by variable~s. l1"or example, we know thut the statement 

1 A.ll grinches are gz.·eeps and there is one gz·iJ·lah '!.thich is not a 

grt:Jep' is formally J.nconsistent 1.-li't.hout knowin~ anything at all 

about the. meaning and cont~ent of the actual statement. For the 

general scheme • A.ll Ps a.re C)s end th>;re :is a P whir..!h is not a 

0 1 is formally inconsistent, i.e. it is reducible to a contra

diction of the form • P and not P'. But; the universalisability 
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of maxims does indeed depend upon the content of tho~e ntaxims. 

universalisability is nupposed to be a rational criterion of 

conduct, not of staterr~mts, and mu:;,t takr;~ acco\m·t of the ends 
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that the agent is pursuing in nction. The ma:J<.:f.nl 1 I shall makA;t a 

false promise • is, according to Kant, not univ~rmalj.sable. But 

it obviously is not a f:ormCil cc:mtradiction, nor oan it be reduced 

to one. 'dhat is not un:lversulisable in thia tuaxim is not its 

log.ical form, but is rather 'the end o.l~ purpose that the agent is 

seeking to bring about .. 

My reason for. discuflsing these points has been to show 

that universalisabilit:r cannot in it:;~el.f stand as a sufficien·t:. 
i 

cond.ition for rational morality. For; if taken as sufficient, 
1 

the sphe~e of ·morally permissible actio~s will include those 

that merely accord with. natural causal laws (e.g. 'survival of 

the fit test' ) and those which can be gJven a non-contradictory 

description (e. g. • kill the Jews'.). Thus the not.ion of univer

salisability must, if it is to be of any ~elp at all in determining 

a characterisation of t.he moral point of view, be spelled out, 
. ~ 

so as to be explicitly relevant to maxlms-principles for tha 

realisation of certain ends, purposes of states of affail. s. All 
I. 

maxims are of the form 'To bring about so and so \ll".tder certain 

conditions •, and we ne13d some-! principle to tell us the difference 

betv1een what is rational to bring about and what is irrational 

to b.ring about • .fv'.oral actions must be univursalisa.ble or 

rationally c~m::-;ir-.;tEmt but consistent; wi·th what? 



Here real difficulties begin to present themselves. we 

must remember that Kant is t~ying to plrasent his characterisa

tion of the supreme principle of morality as a part of pure 

moral philosophy. Thus he cannot spell out universalisability 

in terms of any particular empirical epds or purposes that 

rational beings just happen to have, e. g. happiness. Rather he 

seeks a characterisation of the actions of all rational beings. 

and there is no raason to suppose that all rational beings 
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pursue the saroo material ends. And even if tl!ey did, this would 

still be a contingent matter and could not form the basis for 

the a-priori principlets of pure moral philosophy. But (and this 
.;' 

is ·a very important • but • ) if there we.re an end ac·tually. set by 

reason itself, then the case would be quite differentJ 

It is necessary law for all rational beings that they~ 

should always judge their actions by su~h maxims as 

they themselves could will to serve· as universal laws? 

if it is such u law,. it must be conn eo ted (wholly a 

priori) with the concept of the will of a rational 

being as such. But, in order to discover this connection 

we must, howevor reluctantly, take a step into meta-

physics. 

Material ends .... are without excepti<m only relative, 

for only their relati,::>n to a particularly constituted faculty 

of desire in the subj,;,ct gives them t:.heir worth. And. this worth 
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cannot., therefore, afford any univ~t1raal prinoipJ.es for all 

rational beings .. 

But suppose that there were aonething tha existence of 

which in itself had absolute worth., something wh,tqh as an end 
~ 

in itself, could be a. grotmd of definite laws. In it. and only 

in it could lie tha ground o:£ a possible (:.:at.egorical .i,mperative, 

j_,. e of a practical law • 



CHAPI'ER V 

UNIVERSALIZABILXI'Y J HARE AND J. L. MACKIE· 

\·vhat role can 1.·ea~on play in ethical decision-maJ<.ing? 

That has been the cent.ral question of ethics since Socrates 

sou~jht. to refute the moral sceptici.sm of the sophist;.;. It is 

also the connecting thread of Hare 1 s work. His position emerged 

out oi the non-cognitivist theories defended by Ay·er and Stevenson. 

A major objection to these theories was that they could not allow 

reason a role in uete~rmining basic moral positions. While Hare 

shares with the non:-cogni tivists the view that moral judgments 

do not state facts, he has always denied that this view allows 

no place for reason in ultimate moral decisions. In Freedom and 

B~£!l and Loral Thin:ldng he has devt~loped the notion of univer

sali•~a0ility to the point crt which he feels able to claim that 

.it. giv..::s suffici~:.:nt scope to reason ·to allow us to re~h, in 

principle, a de·tGrrnill<:~te conclusion. 

Although J. L.. Mackie w1:ote his Ethics ..!.. Inventing Right 

and _r,y,ron2 before J-Iare had published t;he fully developed state

ment of his position as in !'101~~-T.h!.!J}d.IJ.ll, .Hackie's discussion 

of nniversalizability is ::rt.tll widely regat·ded as pinpointin.g 

the key difficulties in Hare 1 s positi.on. Mackie argued that there 

is not one single notion of unJ.versalizability but threea 
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(a) The irrelevance of num(~.~:ical diffE:lrences 

(b) Putting onenelf in the other pers(:m•s place 

(c) 'raking account of different tastes and rival iqeals. 

only the first of theso, Nackie cla.imed, can be said to be part 

of the meaning of moral tez.·ms, or l':>gically implied by our moral 

concepts. Yet only the third notion of tmivex:salizability wil.J 

suf£.ice to bring us ·to the c:onclus:lon Hare seaRs, that ;univar

salizability leads us t.o a form of utilitarianism • .Moreover, 

Mackie continues, even where a notion of universalizability is 

implicit in our nx:>ral concepts, there is a substantive decision 

involved in limiting one 1 s action to those one is prepared to ~· 

prescribe universally. Nothing can logically compel us to make 

this decision. 

In 11oral Thinki~ Hare denies that there are different 

stages of universalizat.ion. He says ·that there is, rather, a 

progression in the use made of: a single property, namely, the 

property of entailing identical judgments abou·t all cases identi

cal in their t:niv-::rsal. properties. 'l'he difference 1s significant, 

for i£ there are tl1ree stages of universalizability as X>lackie 

claims, those whom Hare calls 1 fanatics• might claim that there 

i.s no 1:eason to go beyond the f:irst two stages. such fanatics 

coulc still claim to hold a. universalizable moral.ity. They could 

vrith, rlacl:ie 1 s support, say that they accept the full notion of 
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universalizability implied by our moral concepts, and yet they 

1·muld, of course, escape t~1e crucial third s·tep of Hare•:~ argument, 

the one \·rhich comrx::ls ·them to treat their ideals as if they counted 

for no rr:ore., than any other ideal held ttJith equal im:.ensity, If, 

on the other hand, all three •stages• are merely the .progressive 

developner:t of u sinyJ.e logical property, .it would seem t.hat 

anyone who acceiJts the first aspect of universalizability must 

also accept the .secon6 and third aspects of it .. Then. the fanatic 

wou1d have to choose between rejecting universaliZability altogether 

a.'1d accepting all that Hare ar_g_ues as implicit in the notion. 

Hare h<:1s consi!:;tently maintained that ·the basis of univer

salizability is to b~:! found in the meanings of the moral words. 

Dut if we ask ourselvc:s whether ordi.nary peor.~le consieer that a 

moral judgrrBnt must gJve equal \·JE:dQht to all ic.laals, irrespective 

of· t:heir content, the ans~uer would surely go ago.inst Hare. To 

·this extent, at ·least, Mackie is right. very muny ordinary people. 

are not consequen·tialj.sts. And even ·those v1h0 are, they tend to 

regard deontological view·s cLS properly falling within the sphere 

of morality. How then can Hare argue that the moral vJords we 

ordJnarily use requir·e us to disregard tl)e content of the ic.0als 

ttJe m<w hold7 And even .if somehow Hare could make out this claim, 

\-.Toulc the result not simply be to show, very clearly, that Mackie 

was right 1.11hen he said that to decide ·to act in accordance with 
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universalizable judgments is ahrays a substantiyo decision which 

reason alone ewes not compel us to malce? 

can Hare defend his position on ideals by appealing to 

our ordinary understanding of moral language. There is another 

l:::;ossibility, namely that, ironically of course, Hare and :Hacj~ie 

are in agreement that moral j udgrrenta do not etnte obj E~c·tive . 

truths .. In criticizing the idea that universaliZability requires 

us to give equal weisht to all moral ideals, Mackie wrote that 

it was to believe that the objective validity of one 1 s own ideals 

provicies an overhwlmingly strong reason for taking no account at 

all of ideals that conflict with them. Hackie is riSjht. Hare's 

suggestion that all ideals shoul6 be tre~3.ted equally, without 

regard to their content, is bound to be res.isted by all those who 

c lai.m ·chat their ideals are objectively valid, while other people's 

iceals ere false and mistaken. But Mackie is a. moral sceptic, he 

does not believe t.hat an.z:: ideals can be objectively valid. Once 

v1e grant such scepticism, what else can an ideal be except a 

ceJ:.-tain type of desil~e.7 And \..rhy should \'le treat ideals differently 

frcrn o·t.her O.esires when we universalize? 

Hare also hol<is that there can be no objectively valid 

rr.oral ioealsc For him, moral judgn:ents are prescriptions. Truth 

or t"alsity, in the sense in \<.rhich it api.)lies to descriptions, 

is not applicable to prescriptions .. Because he rejects the idea 
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that moral judgments ~.;.: descriptive, Hare-! can reject the view 

I 
tha.t. ideals are different from desires because they are true1 

or falseo Hate makes this point in his discussion of fanaticism 

in J·'!Or~l Thinking .. He has iri mind a doctor who believes that he 

shoulc prolong life at ail costs, even in a situation in whiCh 

the inevitable result is merely that the patient endures an 

a.c.ditional wo.c:th of suffering before dyins., .. Hare can <iea.l with 

the fanatic by basing his argument on the falsity of descriptivism. 

'l'h;;~t is, t.h.e ooc.:tor can not say that he knev1 that he ou~ht not 

to let. tite pati.O::nt die. He cot.:.lc say that if some :form of des-
. . 

c:rJ.pti.visrn >·Je...,;re tl:·ue. Haxe. is heri:ii sa.iin<;;J, in eff(~t, that we 

cannot. rely on L;nl.versalizability, nl0l1e t~o all the work of dealing 

•.·:it!1 the fanatic. 'l'he uoctor.' s intuitions are clisputable. S() it 

is p.-escr iptivisrn \vhicll entailH tht':! £.alsity of t. ;· ::>cr iptivism, 

a;-.(: J:e.re insists Oil tho iJ:re leVEJJ."lCe Of the COn tont Of people 1 S 

ieeal.s. Tl'>.e upshot of all this is theft .if some people say that 

I£ unive.x:salizability .is simply a matter of the logic 

o:E t.ht: ccncE;Pts '"e use, there ce:m be no loc;;ical barrier against 

ti1-:.:: cr..:~ation o£ a new set of conc\::pts ~>Jhich limits tht:;: scopt· for 

urd.v<:::.rsalizabilit.:{. hare adn:its tdiS possibility in the intro-

ouct.o.r:_i pciges oi 1-'.or:a_l Thi!l!:d!!£.• 
I 

substantive cecision is involved in cl"loos.ing wilich set of concepts 

lt i1~ l'•wckie' s point that a 

tc accept., 'l'he ne::~·J concepts maJ "J..crm a rest.ricted set of concepts. 
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If members of a societ.y do not ca.re about the welfare of outsiders, 

whether of another national:L ty, race or species, they will easily 

accept that some appropriately rest.r:·icted SE3t of concepts capt\lres 

eve:l:'ything important ;about the quGstions asked by the se·c of. 

concepts Hare has analysed, and leaves out only son¥3 unimportant 

rnat·t.ers with which th13y do not wish to be bothered. Hare might 

say that prudential arguments might work against the adoption 

of a narrowly constrained set of conct~pts. A restriction on the 

scope of universalizability seems to involve an inconsistency 

in a strict logical sense. At whatever point universalizability 

stops., one can raise the question 1 'Why stop there?' Why not 

also take into account the preferences of ot.hers? 'l'o stop short 

of this point can therefore be criticized as a refusal to take 

" into account the relevant fact that other beings also have ~ 

preferences w11ich are similar to the prefe1~ences of thor;;e vho 

fall wit:hin the scope of the restricted sense of universaliza-

bility. The point:. .i:-:. that be it a case of gruup e~ioi...Jm or indiv.i.-

aua.l egoism, a restricted not.ion of universalizab.ility relies 

on ffi1 arbitrary disregard of relevant preferences. And the point 

Ha.r:e scores is that our set of moral concepts must include an 

unrestricted notion of universalizability. 



CHA.PrER VI 

HARE Is .. CR.ri IOUE OF NATURALISM 

I 

Moore 1 s heirs are of tv10 kinas. There are those who 

carry on moral philosophy of the same type as.Moore•s, the so-
. ltl 

called intuitionists, such as Prichard and Ross. And to t'il 

other kind be long to the critics of intiutionism, CollingwoOd 

and Ayer., The latter contrasted between the factual and tn~~ 
!i: -~~ 

ernotiveo stevenson suggested the idea of the moral wspaseecth0•~tdir.ect: in saying that the primary functicm of moral words f~ 
tr1e attitudes of otht::1rs. Further, hcu held that for good and for 

other evaluative expressions no complete definition in descrip.-

tJi.ve terms can ev«~r be given. He agreed with .Moore that ~oo<! 

cannot function as the name of u· natural, io.e., empirically 

descriptive property. The facts are logically divorced from the 

evaluations for stevenson as much as for l"looi.·e. 

Hare paid attetntion ·to t\ro intimc:ttely related topics, 

the question of crit;;;:ria which nre employed in calling things, 

acts, or people good or bad, and the question of moral reasoning. 

The Language of Moral_!! opens with an identification of moral 

speech-act .. or_, Hare specifies the na·t.ure of moral language by 

means of an initial distinction between prescriptive and descrip.-

tive lc.nguage. Prescriptive language is imperatival, in that it 
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tells us to do this or that. Apart f:t·om imperatives ·in the 
nre 

ordJ.na:cy sense, thereLproper.ly ev·aluative expJ.""Elssieons. These~ are 
in 

also practical, butL,d:Lfferen·t~ ways. Q.~ght sentences, if they are 

~enuinely evaluative, entail imperatives addressed to anyone 

in the relevant situation, and anyone here includes the person 

vrho utters the sentence. The criterion of uttering the oughtt 
' !:' 

sentence sincerely is that, on the relevant occasion and if the 

speaker can, he does in fact act in obedience to the irnpera~ive 

entailed by the ouS;Jht which he utters to himself. ~' by 

contrast, is used to corrunend; to call X good is to say that it 

is thi.:~ kind of X we s.~1ould ch9ose if we wanted an x. The criteria 

which I err,ploy in calling something ~!:JOOCl are criteria which, if 

1 am engaged in genui.ne evaluations, I have chosen, and _r.;,hj.ch I 

endorse by my ver.v use of them. Evaluative expressions and moral 

rules are thus both eXi>·ressions of the agent 1 s fun<:ir_..:.1ental choices. 

'I' he role of choice in 11are 1 s prescriptivism is far clearer and 

far less objectionable than the role of a~titudes or feeltngs 

\vc.s in emotivism. It does' not preclude the use of argument in 

morals .. 

Hare has been a pioneer in the logical investigation of 

imperat:!:Lves .. He pointed out that in imperatival· discourse, 

conclusions can follow from premises in a straight::i:orward way, 

vioLJ.ting none of the ordinar:y rules of entailment .. Because 

·. ·. 



and therefore carry their usual meanings, and gent.'l1ne moral 

argument is possible. But, so. Hare furt}Jer holds, the meaning 
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of ,::valuative prescriptive expressions is such that no evaluative 

or drescriptive conclusion·can follow from premises which do not 

include at least one •:~val uative or prescriptive .premise. Or, 

Hare reiterates the thesis that no ought follows merely from !£!.• 

so fa.l~ as the doctriht3 of 'fhe,;.. Lariguage of Morals goes, it seems 

to follo\v that the pat.tern of moral argument is a transition from 

a moral major premise and a factual minor premise to a moral 

conclusion. It may aloo be mentioned that Hare's view of •entail-

ment • looks back to' c. J. Lf?.w.is' notion of • stl:iot implication •. 

That .is, ~.,e may add,· moral argument is an e.x.erci~e in modalities. 

And further, th~ fo1~m of moral argument, las Hare explicates it, ·~i 

corresponds to the logical equivalencr:! known as the laws of . 

exportation and importation. 

Now havj_ng est,abli:.ahed the rationality of rcoral discourse, 

Hare proceeds to a critique of rJaturalism. He shows that logical 

relations such as entailroont and inconsistency may hold between 

propositions in the imperative mood, as well as between those in 

the indicative mood .. Therefor,3, to say that an argument contains 

an imperative is no·t to say that it is irrational or governed by 

no logical laws. There occurs a version of the argument against 

natu.r·alism, in the form of a proof that from indicative premises 
1 
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nothing but an indicative conclusion can be deduced. 

Hare 1 s critiqu•3 of natur·alism lies in the second part of 

'l'he_.f.anguag~ of Horals .. It dispenses with ontology altogether, 

i.e~, it 'is not base<;l, as Moore's critique was, on the assumption 

that good is a name of a simple. non-natural property. Nor does 

presuppose. the thesis that whatever is simple is unanalyzable, 

and that to define is to analyse. ~~ being simple, was indefinable. 

·since it was unanalyzable. Hare's argument has remotely something 

to do wj_th descriptive definiens of ,2009_. But properly speaking · '· 

it is concerned \~i·th the fact conurendation of a th.ing for having 

a certain property would become impossible, if descriptivism · 

were true.And. it is worth reminding that, for Hare, na-turalism 

is a species of descriptivism .. 

Let us now look at Hare • s .critique. Naturalistic defini-

tions of ethical terms make ethical propositions a merely factual 

account of what is, but, as Kant long ago insisted, 'what to 

be' cannot be reduced to 'what is•. The follo\~ing may be taken 

as a· staterr.ent of Hart:!' s critique : If a naturalis1:. defines 

• good ' as c we have to ask whether he 'ever wishe.s to conurend 

anything for being c.. If he says that he does, we have only to 

point out to him that his definition makes this .impossible' • For 

to commend it for.- being C would then be just to say it is C 
; 

because it is c.. 'And clearly he cannot say th<:lt he never wishes 

to commend anythin9 for being c, :for to conunend th;lngs for being 

c is the whole objec:t of his theory'. 



Hare goes on to formulate his notion of the evaluative 

meaning .. It may be the case that·descript.ivism·makes moral 

judgments impossible, yet it retains some truth. -Descriptive 

terms and phrases const.ttute what Hare had earlier called the 
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_phrastic, and they refer to actual or possible states of affa.tr. 

In other \~rds- descriptive force or meaning of •words and 

phras1as is constitutive of the 'propositional core of moral 

language. As Hare distinguishes hilnsE::lf from the emotivists, \'lho 

had desisted noral l&lguage o£ ·any descriptive force altogher, 

he shmvs that the moral lan(,;uage is a rational discourse and 

obeys the laws of .logic. AccoJ~ding.ly, Hare is careful in his 

attempt to accoriuiooate the truth of descriptivism in his meta· 

ethics. 

value words or judgments have two points of meaning, 

descriptive as well as commendatory. There is a good case of 

reason giving for our use of value t~rins. Ascription of value 
. I 

terms presuppose criteria. And criteria are description of good

making properties. But Hare's point is that saying that something 

is good is to make a choice, but it is hardly the case that 'the 

criteria6 or for that matter, description of empirical properties 

of a thing logically obliges one to choose or decide in favour 

of that object. 'l'his is what descriptivism asserts and Hare refuses 

to assent to .. No\'1 that vaiue terms or judgments have both aescrip.. 

·tive and commenuatory .rn,:::anings, •-..rhat maJ<.es them evaluative is that 

the corrunend.atory ffidanin~,; ):las a primacy, the descriptive maaning 



has only a criteria lo,gical .significant and is secondary in 

importance to the cor.~ndatoryv 

II 

Hure talces up the issue of descriptivism in the Freedom 

arid Reason. He opens the chapter on "Descriptive· Meaning". by 

making the remark that meaning is rule dependent. {f/Ords or 

phrases can be said to have descriptive meaning if they obey 

the descriptive meaning rule. A rule is the consis·t.ency of 

practice in the use of an expression. ~o have a ru.:....! is to be 

able to know beforehand what would constitute a misuse of a 

certain term. Accordingly, a term is said to be descriptive if 
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its proper use is guiqed by descriptive meaning rule .. A mistaken 

use of a term Decomes possible when the corresponding r~~e is 

violated, and this results in a false statement. Hare distin-

gu1shes referring from describin2:• For example, the word 'itt 

refers but does not O.escr ibe, \'lLile colour words li.ke 'blue • or 

•red' describes but does not refer. This means that descriptive 

·terms make a special class of v.rorda. Now, ·more import.antly, cones 

the notion of descriptive judgxrent, and Hare goes· on to say that 

'A judgment is descriptive if in it the J?redicatu or prediclates 

are descriptive terms and the mood is indicative•., 

Hare, further, poin: .. .J to the connex1on betwc=~e:p descriptive 

judgments and mo.ral judgements. Both classes of judgments are 
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universalizable .. 'l'his does not mean that JTOra1 judgments are 

6.escriptive, though they do have descriptive rneanj.ng. The point 

is that all judgrrents that have descriptive meaning are univer-

salizable. r.a·t us see how does it obtain. • If a person says ·that 

a thing is red, he is committed to the view that anything which 

was like it in the relevant respects would likewise be· red 1 

(~ II). The point is that ·the descriptive judgment. 'This is red' 

entails 'Everything like tl'~is in the relevant respects is red•. 

·To say ·that something is red is to say that it is· of a certain 

kind, and therefore, anything which is of that same kind is red. 

Sin9ular descriptive judgments are then universalizablel because 

one cannot without inconsistency apply a descriptive t.erm to.one 

thing and refuse to apply it to another similar thing (similar 

in the relevant respects). This would constitute a rnisus~ of-the 

term. 

It should be ndticed further that in using a descriptive 

ter!r: one uses some universal rule, and Hare contends that the! 

universal rule which is involved in the use of descriptive 

exp.-r·e.sE;j_ons is a meaning-rule. This nOl'.T brings us to Hare• s 

thesis that both descriptive judgments and value judgments carry 

descriptive meaning .. let us take two instances to show t-:1e point, 

(a) If A calls a thing red. then A is committed to calling anything 

else like it red; (b) If B says th~1t a thing a good .X., then B is 

committed to calling a11y X like it good .. In the first case •red' 
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is used in accordance 'IIlith a meaning-rule. In the second case 

the reason for ·saying that any X like i.t good is a little compli

catedu This would not be so for a natu:r·alist, for he considers 

"' ·tha~ ·the rules _for ascribing value \'lOrds are descriptive meaning-

rules; and that the rules completely determine the meaning of 

value-1.110rds. In short, for the naturalist, a value-word is just 

one kind of descriptive expression. 

Hare distinguishes between sorts of descriptivisim. Moore, 

he says was descriptivist of the non-natural sort. It is the 

pres~ence of a non-natural property alone tnat makes the ascription 

of value-words permissible ... An ordinary naturalist would say that 

the property present is describable in empL:ical, ioe., natural, 

terms,· since the property itself is natural or empirical. Having 

made the distinction. Hare goes. on, to characterize his own 

meta-ethical position as Universal Prescriptivism. This charac-

terization is parasitic of a further.distinction between a strong 

and a w·eak descriptivism (E.B, l7 ). Descriptivism is strong if it 

is he.la that moral judgments are descL·iptive i.e., their des-

criptiv·e rreaning exhausts their neaning. Descripttv.ism is weak 

if it averred that moral judgments, bf:!sides possess.ing descrip.. 

tive meaning have prescriptive meaning as well. For Kant a moral 

judgittent would have no descriptive meaning at all • .In his meta-

ethical position. Hare seeks to harmonise thP,=:!e theses of 

universalizability, prescr iptivity and descriptivi1;ye 'I'hese ··re 
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mutually consistent, bhat is, they do not contradict one another. 

strong descriptivism .is consistent with prescriptivity of moral 

judgments, but not wi·th the weaJcer fo.r·rn .. Again wec:i.k descriptivi~m 

entails universalizability. That the language of m<>rals is a 

rational discourse can only be shown if only prescJ::-iptivity and 

universalizability, or ior that matter, weak descriptivism can be 

combined. what is interest. i ng to note is that Hare is seeking to 

retain what is sound in descriptivism, and adding 1:.o it the element 

of prescriptivity in the case of moral judgments. 'The truth in 

naturalism is ·that moral terms do indE:!ed have descriptive meaning. 

It is not the only ·element in their mE~aning, and it is there·.fore 

misleading to refer to it, as do the naturalists, as the meaning 

of a moral term; but in virtue of possessing this descriptive 

meaning moral judgments are universalizable, and naturalism has 

·the merit of implying this • (EB 21 ). 

;..Jith reference to Hare's critique of naturalism it may 

no~rJ be said that the combining of prescriptivity with '!.'leak 

descriptivism ensures the non-deducibility of ough~ from is~ 

Since descriptive mecming does not exhaust the neaning content 

of rnoral teLms, the non-c!escr.iptive element in their mc.·ining 

makes a difference in their logical behaviour. Descriptivism, 

vrhen it is strong, is moral ineffectual, a matter o- talkinca,, 

poor enough to serve as a moral principle. But weak descripti-

vism, on t~!e contrary, in conjunction ".-!it·, prescr iptivity is a 

syn·thetic moral princ:iple to ~ by. Hare has wanted moral 
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is ·true that there exists unanimity of people • s evaluations, 

certain descriptive meaning is often tied securely to value-words. 

And it becomes possible to derive judgments of v;:<Lue from non

evaluative statements. This is what the naturalist is inclined 

to co. But no one can be ~ogic.:_~.!l, compelled t~o accept the evalua

tion. what one ·is compelled to accept is what is implied in the 

cescr iptive meaning of the we>rd. The naturalis·e• s c:::onceptual 

apparatus does not really yield any evaluation. His moral argument 

is simply a repetition of his premise., \'lhat is entailed by the 

description. Hare's point is that no conceptual apparatus is 

lo~iically cornpell.irig with regar:d to the acceptanct;) of a certain 

evaluation •. 

Logic alone does not matter with Hare, rather it is the 

los;ical consequences of the logic of moral language that mat~ters 

heavily. 'tlhether the logical consequences we can accept or not 

if; the question. '.rhe naturalist does not undertak<e the exploration 

into the case lrrhether the logical consequences are acceptable. to 

us and also can ba extended to other people, actual or hypothetical. 

This is the core of tmiversalizabi.l·ity. 'l'here is a differen<:e 

bett11een 'verbal legislation• and 'moral thought•· (g~. 195}. Ano. 

Ha:::~e 1 :;; idea is that one cannot get· 'content• into moral judgrrents 

by verbal legislation alone, as the naturalist seek to do. 

How aoes facts corre into moral judgments? Moral pres<::rip

·tions can be inconsistent 'N'ith other prescriptions:, but not with 
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statement of facts. if a prescription is not possible, logically, 
. . . . . 

to be combined with prescriptions of other kinds, ~e cannot accept 

or assent to them at the same time. It is never the case with 

regard to statements of .fact. The form of the impossibility of 

combining inconsistent prescriptions, according to Hare, is as 

follov1s: for any prescription P it c?:Dnot be asserted that P. 

but-even so-- non•P. From Hare's position p and not pare 

different, one is actual, another is hypothetical, a distinction 

the naturalist ooes not abide by. l-Ienee Hare would say, 'If I 

in another situation assent to the imperative 0 p 11
, then even so, 

not.-p~. The first im:perative is but in ·quotation marks, that means 

it is not issu8d at all. 

It is non-contradictory, but morally vacuous. we enter 

imaginatively into a hy_I)Othetical situation, and think about it 

and as~ it 1r1ere going really to happen to us. Our desires in both 

the actual and hypothetical case are not different. uA hypothe

tical similar situatton is similar" (EB, 197). 1\llc.l that is why 

,.,e do· not like our desjx·es even in. hypot.hetical situations to · 

be frustrated• The ·tb.esis of universalizability requires that we 

can not aisregard thel desi.r·es of our neighbours~· If we c.o, then 

either we shc.ll have do contend ourselves with singular pres

criptions, or l:.Je have to play the role of fanatics. Hare's 
to 

concept of a fanatic is app1icableLthose who would believe that 

they \'!ere going to suffer evils like those which, for their ! . 

present ends, they WE!re proposin<; to .inflict on others. A Nazi 

,, 



is a fanatic if he would want to get rid of Jews rnor.e than he 

wants himself to live. Fortunutely such people are rare. 
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The • issue between nat.uralism and prescriptivism may now 

be stated vis-a-vis f c:lCts that one mi~Jht appeal to in support 

of moral judgments. The naturalist avers that given cert~ non

n·oral facts about an action, a moral judgment is entailed. 

According to prescriptivism 'there are no non-mn·al.facts•. 

(FR 198) such that it could entail a rr.oral judgment. Non-moral -
facts can there be as part of the ingredients of a moral judgment. 

There is no denying· that the facts of the case should be given 

since all rroral argunent .is about some particular e1et of facts,. 

actual or hypothetical. There is then the logical framework 

provided by the meaning of the words like •ou',;;ht•. But more 

importantly, there has to be the volitional factor. i.e.,. the 

readiness to treat the desires of other as if they were one's 

own. Horal thinking requires us to unJ.versalize our. volitions. 

It is by universalizing une '.s volitions that one ~-e~tain~ one • s 

judgments as prescriptive,. and prescrj.ptivity cannot be deduced 

from an.:t statement.s of fact. 

There has been a gradual shift in Hare 1 s position from· The 

Language of Noral through Freedom and Reason to Noral Thinkin~. 

He has gradually come to realise that the possible content of a 

moral.i.ty is no rrore narrowly restricted by the log;Lc of moral 
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language. In his later accounts of what. moral judgements 

mean he includes an interpretation of their univert:.ality · amo\mting 

to a strong substanthre requirement of impartiality among all 

persons. From the bare universality to a strong forr:'. of impar- · 

tiality is Hare's passage. 

The fare universality of noral cla.Lns is relatively 

uncontroversial, and might be: called part of tm neaning o£ moral 

terms. If I make a judgment about what I o.; soneone else ought to 

do, .I atn corrunitted to the view that anyone else in the same cir

cumstances ought to do the s~. The judgment is a consequence 

of more general principle. But this by itself yields nothing like 

impartia-li't:~y in the content of rnora.l. judgments, indeed if tells 

us very little about their content at all. Ethical egoism, for 

example, meets the condition of f¥e universality ~rfe~tly. And 

Hare .in his discussion o£ the 'fanatic' recognized that some 

appaling positions could be embraced as w1iversal prescriptions, 

in sorne sense. 

~~e ge·t impartie1lity only i£ we give a particular answer to 

the question, 'What is the attitude I ·take towards the acts covered 

by such a universal pr·inciple when I judge that they ought (or 

ought not ·)to be don.e? That is, we ner:~d an account of what it 

is to Erescribe ·that they be done, that everyone act in a certain 

way .. Hare • s view is that a prescription that something be done 

is tJ:-e expi:·ession o£ a desire or preference that it be done. And 
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be done in all similar casas in the eotual world. c:IIld also in 
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a.ll similar hypothetic:al cases "t..rhich differ from the actual ones 

only jn the identities of the pa~ticipants. 



CHAPrER VII 

HARE ON THE I.J!:VELS OF M>RAL THINKING 

In the latest stage of his thinking culminatir;.g in Moral 

Thinking Hare has added to his earlier universal Prescriptivist 

meta-ethics a particular theory of the separation of levels of 

moral thinking. The betsic idea of Hare • s doctrine of 'the separa

tion of levels is that. beside/ metaethics or metamorals there are 

two kinds of substantive moral thinking. The first point of his 

version of the doctrine of the separation of levels is best put . 
by sayins that there are or might be two kinds of normative moral 

thinking z (a) pure· uncritical or • intuitive• .moral thinking, in 

which moral agents use or would use only relatively simple 'prima 

facie principles' of 'limited specificity' in directing their 

actions. This is what most of us.do in our.0rdinary moral thinking. 

These principles are acquired somahow but nr:~·t by the use of any 

kind o£ critical thinking or reflection, (b) pure critical thinking 

in vlhich moral agents make nr would make no use· of any such 

principles of limited specificity in directing their actio.ns, but 

only of the method.of universal prescriptivism, applying it 

directly to each particular situation. such thinking would, in 

effect, be situational ethics plus universaliZation, and so 

would issue in principles of unlimited specificity which would 

not represent prima facie duti~;;s in Ross • s sense but actual ones. 
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rt should be observed that each of these pure_ kinds of 

thinking is a species of one-level moral thinking. And in each 

ot them the requirements of prescriptivity m1d universaliZability 

is or· can be met. 'l'heoretically moral thinking can as a wholu 

take either form. TheJ::-e is no need to have a two level struc1::ure, 

a society of proles and a· society of archangels. A human society 

might use both kinds of rroral/ thinking, one for certain questions, 

· and the other for other questions. 

According to Hare human beings are neither proles nor 

archangels, •'i,..,e al~ share the characteristics of :both to limited 

and varylng degrees and at different times'. 'l'herelfore our moral 

think:Lng need not as .a whole, take either Qf these pure one-level 

forms. Nor should it. It should not be wholly intuitive or codal, 

because the principles of limited·specificity used as premises 

in such thinking may conflict, be inadequate to new situatiOllS, 

and be vague· or just plain mistaken. Some kind .of critical moru.l 

thinking is therefore necessary. Indeed, none of our moral 

thinking should be of the pure intti'itive sort. Any intuitive moraJ. 

·thinking v1e should do be preceded or accompanied by some kind 

of crttical moral thinking~ either ow~ own or someone else's. 

That is, our intuitive moral thinking should be the lower level 

in a two-level structure of which some kind of critical moral 

thinking is the upper level; it should be impure ~~ the sense of 

bein9 crH~ically based and hence not 1 uncritical'. Our codal JIDral 
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thinking, if any, ought to.be a criticized codal tranking. 

. I 

According to Hare, our human moral thinking does not,' as 

a whole, take the form of pure critical moral thinking. ·It could 

do so if we were archangels. But, unlike archangels, we are · 

afflicted with various human weaknesses -- ignorance, lack of 

time, partialities to self anp to friends and relatives, ,·etc .• 

we therefore need a C<>de of principles of 'limited specificity, 

accompanied by strong moral feelings like compunction, and should, 

in fact, do codal or intuitive noral thin}~~~ng most of the time. 

It follows that our' moral thinking as a whole should include both 

critical moral thinking and intuitive moral thinking and that the 

intuitive moral thinking should be based on the critical moral 

thin.king. 

The idea of a two-level moral theory is no doubt attractive. 

several lines of thought lead to the conclusion that there Cl.re 

different levels of rroral thinking. A moral theory like utili

tarianism is sharply at variance wi,th ordinary moral thought, 

and so a two-level theory can seem as a way of explaining the 

divergence. Precepts of common-sense n~rality may be defended as 

principles from the point of view of this theory, for people to 

believe and act upon. Rule-utilitarianism has often been t.r'ceived 

in ·this way. One may also be led towards a two-level theoly :Jy a 

desire to do justice to the perceived complexity of ordinary moral 

argument. No statable,principle tells the whole story-of the moral 
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c lairn which it embodi~s. There is always more to :Qa sud about 

why t.he acts mentioned are wrong or permissil::lle or required, about 

which cases are to be recognized as exceptions# and so on. 'rh~ 

the existence of a level of •critical thinking' behind commonly 

accepted principles seems to be indicated by an cixamination of 

ordinary moral though·t itself, considered in isolation from any 

moral theory. 

It may be the case that a distinction between levels of 

moral thinking someti1nes justifies our continued reliance on 

ordinary thinking eyen in ,case in which the judgnents it leads 

to are wrong. Tle relation be·tween the two levels could be an 

instrumental one. Again, according to another iine of thinking 

the t\'10 levels may be deened to be quite continuous with one 

another1 •critical thinking' being only the completion of less 

thinkin ll reflective moral thought. In this case, the two levels of gr. 

never yield conflicting practical judgments. And if at all 

cio, the judgment given by •critical thinking' is always the 

unequivocally correct answer about what to do. 

they 

Both of these lines of thought are repres~ted at various 

points in Hare's work, though it is the latter which is · ... ::>re

dominant in Moral thinking,. HJs view of the relation between 

critical and intui·tive thinking seems consistently to be one 

supported by utilitar.ian rationale. One subject of critical 

thinking as Hare describes it is the ques·tion of what 1 intuitive• 

~ 
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principles it would be best for us to employ. But cr·itical 

thought also, and primarily, yields conclusions about which acts 

are • really' right. By determininy v1hat is right they define the 

goal of moral praetice, and a set of intuitive principles is 

justified if trying to act by those principles would mBY.irnize 

our chances of perfor.r,ning acts which are right. Conformi-t;Y to 

intuit.ive principles does not: insure that an action.· Js right -~ 

at most that.it is •morally rational'. None the less* morally 

good people v.rill rely on such principl.es most of the time as 

:principles \vhich are taken seriously and cannot be violated without 

compunction. 

Hare sometimes presents the distinction as one between 

the kinds of moral thinking appropriate to two different kinds 

of people, parents and •archange~a• on the one hand, and on the 

other, children and • proles •. Parents and archange1ls can engage 

in critical thinking because they have the opporttmity to do so 

and because of their greater ability 1 grea-t;.er kno\o1ledge of the 

relevant facts and greater po~.rrers of dispassionate judgment. 

Having the benefit of these advanta~Jes, they can attempt to 

discove.r· the truth about \'ll'hat is r.ight., and on this basis, choose 

intuitive principles which· c:1re to be implanted into their children 

or proles. The latter, by contrast, should not at1;empt to discover 

the truth but should merely react, in accordance with these 

implanted principles, to the situations which conf~cont them. 
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without denying that there i~ such a thing as moral 

education and that parents do have to take decisions, emplo:ting 

\v-hat one hopes is their greater \ ... isciom, about how ·to bring up 

their children, it m~t be admitted that there is· something quite 

uuattractive about the picture of Hare's two levels. The idea that 

discovery of truth about what is right is reserved for 'the wise•, 

..,11hile roost of us most of the "V-ime are supposed ins·tead to react 

instinctively in accordance with implanted principles, is hardly 

appealing, a part from the fact that the terminology of arch<i.ngels 

and proles is not enough illuminating. ' 

what Hare is discussing is not really two separate groups 

of people but t\IJ'O points of vie111 which the sama person may adopt 

at different t~rnes. WE~ are, alrno~t all of us, sometimes •parents• 
. . . 

and sometimes • childrf>..n • , somatimas • archangels • and sometimes 

'proles'. But does this remove the difficulty? Certainly there is 

·such a thing as moral self-education, and we do sometimes \mder-

' take ·to make ourselves niore se~sible to certain considerations. 

Yet it cannot be denied that cases do arise in which there is no 

tirre for reflection and one must simply act on .the basis .of one • s 

immediate reactions. It does not seem that the process Qf applying 

and acti.ng on 'intuitive • moral principles is in genE.~ral simpl~· a 

mat·t.er of responding to • implanted • mettivations. When applied to 

a single person, Hare's distinction between the intuitive and 

critical standpoints .involves a division of labour in moral thought 

which is at odds with at least part of our mOral experience~ 

~ 
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There is a sense in which Hare distinguishes-three levels 

of moral thinking a the metaethical, which is non-substantial , 

and philosophical, besides the intuitive and the c:::ritical. Sub

stantial issues ru~e deliberated on at either the critic~l or the 

intuitive level. At the critical level of moral thinking no moral 

intuitions of substance can be appealed to. It proc{;:Jds, . he tells 

us, in accordance with canons established by philosophical logic 

and thus.based on linguistic intuitions only. These canons are the 

.logical apparatus of universal prescriptivism. Moral thinking at 

the intuitive level fails to conform to the canons of the critical 

level. 

~vhat,. then, is Hare • s view of. the nature of rroral thinking 

at the intuitive level7 We acquire, by ed~cation, a number of 

relatively simple general principles. 'l'hese princ;Lples we usually 

follo'lri unquestionably so long as there is no conflict between 

them• If ~tV'e have been well brou~ht up this situatlon is satisfac

tory roost of the time. But we ax·e powerless. to rc:;solve confiicts 

betvJeen principles in a rational mill"mer ·unless we resort to 

thinking at the critical level, otherwise we mus~ resort to such 

irrational proceciuras as weighing the pr.inoiplea. J:"'urther we 

cannot at the intuitive level rationally· examine the principles 

that we at first unc.ritioa.lly accept, or rationally replace .those 

found to be· unacceptable. 

There is no definite list, in Hare • s opinion, ·of the 

relatively general principles which all men do, can, or should 
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accept. 'tlhat principles are desirably held is part.ly determined 

by the situation in \-Jhich a r;erson finds hirnself. and the character 

he has; acts of supererogation are those pe+forrned by people who 

are able and willing to conform to principles to \'17hich we do not 

expect the generality of n:~11 to conformu But critical thinkJ.ng 

will demonstrate that it is desirable for al.l ordinary ~rtals to 

hav·e some set of relatively ~eneral principles and usually t.o obey 

them '"-Tithout question.. 

After having outlined Hare • s account of th12 nature of moral 

thinking at the intuitive level, we may now ask the followir.1g 

questions : (a) Is the conflict of duties or principles confined 

to the intuitive level? Hare refers to these phrases on pages 

26 and 32 of l'~oral Thinkii!5J.• DOE!s he mean that all moral conflicts 

are conflicts of principle? Keeping promises and "t.ruth-telling 

are tt-ro examples of \·rhat many people .regard as principles. But 

there are many relatively general moral adages'which I and many 

' others accept, though certainly not as principles, for· example,. 

the proposition that on-:: should a~Joid causing inconvenience to 

other people. 'l'hat an action ~Nould inconvenience. somebody is a 

reason, often, one among many other conside.t·ations,. that tells 

against i·ts performance., a reason, but not a sufficient reason 

in all circumstances. Keeping the promise· of taking my children 

to picnic ana taking my friends around may be a case of conflict, 

but hardly a ::onf lict. of principles .. As vi~: have mentioned a 
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little while ago, 'keep promises• is a principle, and one does 

not stand under any obligation to take friends around. There is 

no duty, no ready-made principle requiring me so to do. This case 

does not exemplify such a conflict. Hare appears to include under 

the term 'principle' n number of very different things. 

Many of us use the term for some rules of conduct /Which we 

set for ourselves. or accept from others, and at tiRes follow them 

·refusing to consider arg~nts to the contrary. Principles such 

as these need not be -moral. They may be prudential ones, and might 

be violated ill read;ily conceivable circumstances. There is no 

single model of conflict as Hare has suggested. 

Let us now tur~1 to Hare's main objection to intuitive 

moral thinking which ;ls not underpinned by critical moral thinking. 

He speaks scornfully of the attempt to deal with a conflict of 

duties, or setting it by a judging or weighing process. Judging 

and weighing have no decision procedure. But there need not be 

any special objections to jU:dg.i.ng and weighing in t~ moral 

sphere. JUst as evidence for fact has to be weighed, so has 

evidence for value. in prudence wo- may have to decide in the light 

of complex facts. Har·e' s critical morctl thinking cannot avoid 

weighing and judging. If we are to aim at maximum satisfaction of 

desires or needs, or maximum pleasure; do we not have·to weiyh 

the evidence? Does not one have to use one • s judgment in trying 

to decide, by imagina·tively putting ourselves in the other person's 

l 
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place? It seems that the weighing of evid~nce 8Ild judgment are 

inevitable in all walks of life. so, though it would be desirable 

to have a better philosophical understanding of 11~., its presence 

at the intuitive level does· not seem to be a serious objection 

to the self-sufficiency of ·that type of ·thinking, or, if it does 

invalidate intuitive moral thinking, it invalidates also just 

about all our thinking outside pure IJiathematics. Rightly· hao;; 

urmson called Hare's use of the terin •principle' monolithic. 

There is a vast array of actions having moral significance 

which are frequently perforn1ed by ordinary human beings, who are 

neither saints nor heros. These actions are neither duties nor 

obligations, nor involve conformity to principles. As well as 

acts of moral saintliness and heroism, this class includes many 

hUmbler types of actJ.on within the reach of all o.f us_. There are 

various types of action which we· might call kind, considerate, 

chivalrous, charitable, neighbourly decent, or acts of self-

denial and self-abnegation. Acts so described are in many cir

cmn.stances neither duties nor obli~ations. To fail to do them 

t-IOuld not be positively wrong, though perhaps, un.ne.i ghbourly, 

unkind, etc. I nor are they dictated by principle. Nor are these 

various terms synonyn:tous with each other and with • supererogatory•. 

If we are to do justice to the rich complexity of moral life, we 

n$ed a much more rich· and ·varied set of concepts than the small 

set to which Hare confines himself. 
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In ordinary moral thinking we attempt to determine our 

duties and obligations with a more cornplex apparatus than Hare 

allowso Beyond simple moral principles there are all ki.D.ds of 

conslderations of greater and lesser importance and with varying 

relevance which are ordinarily taken into accountb Further, 

weighjng and judgment are indispensible in all assessment of 

evidence, and relevant factors in matters· of fact and qu~stions 

of prudence as well as in morality. Ill all these areas it is very 

difficult to get philosophically clear on che nature of this 

weighing and judgirig. But this is no ground for denying either 

its existence or its indispensability., . It seems that Hare does 

shy away in allowing for whole range of moral -life which are not 

concerned with fu~filment of duty and obligation .• 



C~ER VIII 

'l'l:;IE CONCEPT OF CHOICE a SARTRE' HARE V'IEW 

rn this chapter I propose to analyse the sartrean statement 

that the existence is absurd and the consequential concept of 

choice. The statement is ontological, and the concept pertains 

to the realm of ethics·. The· passage from an ontological ®scription 

of human reality to an ethical theory can be risky, and it has been 

argued by many that sa.rtre• s philosophy has no eth.ics. 'i'h& Sartrean 

test on moral philosophy is unwritten. The very last sentence in 

Being and Nothingnesli promised such a publication. Of course, no 

such book has ever come into existence. But the publication of the . 
Critique of Dialectical Reason, Volume ;. . may be looked tipon 

as the fulfilment of Sartre•s pledge. Besides Simone de Beavoir's 

The Ethics of Ainbiguity, Francis Jaanson • s 2 full•length study 

of sartre•s philosophy viewed it' as ultimately ethical in import. 

The position taken in this chapter is that Sartre has an ethics3 

and it can be linked ·to ·Hare • s. 

Though the proposed analysis will be of a no~~ existen'

tialist sort, yet for the sake of avoiding misrepres~ntation it 

is worth delineating the key terms of Sartrean doctrine used in 

the paper be explained. frence a very brief schematic indication 

of sartre•s designation of human reality follows. 
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There is for sartre the basic ontological duality o:f .in-. ' 

itself and for-itself. Human reality is never pure being-for · 

itselfa 'l'he tension between in-itself and for-itself is the me~s 

by which sartre seeks to explain the individual's relation to 

himself, to his environment, and to other men. ~he hlqjlan being 

is not his own raison de' tre, his gro·und· of existence. ~he chief 

characteristic of being-for-itself is its activity. It is incapable 

of being acted on from without, and it C:oLsists in and is exhausted 

by its own intentional, meaning-conferring acts. Human conscious

ness constitutes itself by contrast with or as other than its 

physical milieu, its body, its part and indeed everything whatso

ever. By its self-detaching activity, it creates, as it were, 

a hole in being-in-i1:.self and the latter, as the horizon that 

surrounds this focus of negation becomes a "worldu. Because 

consciousness projects being-in-itself against ~ backdrop of 

non-being, it inescapably apprehends &:tuality in the content 

of possibility -- that is, of the alternative possibilities 

of development of wh.tch t!1a actual is susceptible.. :It also 

apprehends itself as a bridge between. ~he actual cllld the possible 

ana as having to determine which of these possibil.ities is ·to be 

realized. 'rhe human reality is that by which value arriv.ruJ in the 

world. Finally, human consciousnesa is free because it is forced . 

to think of i t.se lf as - and thus is . - other than the world and 

tmincorporable into any causal sequences it may cU.scern withiD 

the world. 'I'he feel~1g of anguish, sartre says, is o_~ experience 
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impossible, and unjustifiable because of the potential limitations 

that it imposes on man • s f.i.Gedom, the suggestion that: values exist 

in any way prior to man him~1elf, or that any particular values 

are inevitably" "imposed• on all men by sone a.lleged essen tiel 

nature of things. The fact of human freedom means that ..... in 

the bright realm of. values, ~a have no excuse behina us, no.r · 

justification before us" 4• NO excuse behinCi us, because only our 

own free choice can account for our acJtionu. By .. excuses" may be 

meant all theories which interpret man • s behaviour in terms of 

son~ natural or supernatural deterministic system, fate, will of 

Gad, etc. our freeaom rules out the possibility of a justification 

before us. values are valid only because we have chosen them as 

valuc:~t;le. we can change our values by our. own aecision, and there 

are no principles in the world to which we can turn to know that 

we have decided rightly. we are not responsible for heir d in world, 

but we cannot uvo:Ld J::eaponsibility for the rol& which we have 

chosen to play in the world .. There are no acts which are good or 

bad in themsel.,es. 

A person exists authentically or h~ is in bad faiths. 

Authentic existence J.s directly related to the being of man, .it 

is a kind of honesty in falling the ambi~ uous nature of human 

reality. To exist is to act, hence to exist authentically is to 

make free decisions. sartre does not distinguish between freedom 
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mentat.ion through human actior.t. It is only by that sane conscious 

existence that these situat,ions oan be assigned the goals toward 

\.rhich t.hey are to develop. It follows that. not. only the means used 

to: reach a given goal but the goal but the goal itself . and any 

generul principles that may have dictat.ed its selection must ba 

thought of as choices that are subject. to no causal. influenc;~s 

and no rational· controls at ~1. such choices are "unjustifiable• 

because the reasoning that is colmlonly though of as providing 

indepenaent guidance for choice is itself an expression of that 

choice. such a choice is not, however, to be conceived as a single 

mental episode,. Rather, it is human .action itself considered as 

do1ng one thing rather than another from among tba multiple possi-. 

bilities with which human consciousness endow each actual situation. 

To exist is to act, and to aet is to choQse. Anguia4 is brought 

about on the reflection tha~ the~e is nothing at all to dete~e 

our choices .. Freedom to make choices, for Sartre. :ls part of the 

definition of man, and making choices entails asserting values~ 

All values depend on freedom6 .. 

The tTJro kinds of being~~ for-itself. and in-itself are 1n a 

permanent state of disintegration. A synthesis of the two is causa 

sui impossible.. While the being-for-itself. does presuppose being

in-·itself, the latter, being "opaque", remains radically indepen

demt. It is a hopeless underta~ing because a genuine logical 

synthesis is preclucied by the negating actiori of human consciousness 

which perpetually creates anew the distinctions such a synthesis 
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is intended to overcome. When confronted by the awareness of the 

variety, contingency and senselessness of the world, a consciou~ 
7 I 

being feels nausea • Existence is nausea or absurd., 'I'he absurd is 

a confrontation between the individual and his world. It is not 
\ 

the world which is absurd, nor is it man. 'I'he absurd is the lack 

of correspondence between the two. It is an anxious conscioUsness 
. ' 

of the alienation between the individual and the world. I.at tia now 

tuJ:n to the proposed analysiso 

vlhen sartre c a.J.ls existence absurd he appeacs to combine 

two main contentions. The first is that things have no sufficient 

ree~on for being as they are and not otherwise. 'I'he second is that 

things are contingent and not necessary. we can begin by consi-

daring the latter. one might be inclined to argue as follows. 

Thci.t ·the existence of material objects, including people. is 

contingent, that ''such-and-such an objects exists" is always a 

contingent truth and not a necessary one, is itself a necessary 

truth. To wish that it were otherwise is therefore to wish that 

tr~ denial of a necessary truth could be asserted as true. But the 

denial of a necessary truth expresses a lO~!iCa.l impossibility, 

and just as we cannot make sense of that which is .logically 

impossible. we cannot make sense of wishing that what is logically 

impossible should be so. For we cannot say what it is we would be 

•.vishing for. This argument, however, contains two important 

mistakes. The first is that it eontains a very crude notion of 

who~t Jt is for an expression to have meaning or to make sense. 
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we would not understand his lament. We would not kne\1 what he had 

to regret. we could understand what he said. but not what he did. 

How are we to understand what sartre ooes when he laments contin-

.gency? what possibilities are close~ to h£m which would otherwise 

be open? What was the point of writing La Nause•e or the relevant 

parts of L' Etre. et Le ne' ant? 

A reading of La Nause' e .suggests strongly that the contin

gency of things is lamentable precisely because they lack suffi

cient reason for being as they are. ~hat ·this is so affects things 

and people differently. Things just are in all their nauseating 

fullness. They do not point beyond or outside themselves as do 

the contingent being·s of Aquinas' "Third WaY" • T~ir being con

tingent is not a lack for them. Here there is nothing to lament. 

But with human existence the lack of a sufficient reason for 

oneself and for things bein'd as they are means en imperfection. 

a sartrean rendering of what Heidegger calla ilfallenness 11 • WB are 

in a senseless world, of which we ceaselessly and .inevitably try 

to make sense. This· in the absurdi·ty both ot things and of our

selves. Can we make sensa of lamenting the lack o~ a su£ficient 

reason? Onl~l if we suppose that if the ll.Iliverae were what Leibniz. 

or Hegel in his more ~ationalist metaphysical moods, said it.was 

should we have possibilities opened to us which are now denied 

to us. But on Sartre's own showing if I..eibniz or Hegel were right 

we should cease to be free, sartre speaks of us as condemned to 

freedom. Therefore it is right perhaps to lament a state of affairs 
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~lhich entails our frqedom .. , Yet at: t.he same time sartre clearly 

shows that all the possibilities of characteristically human li£e 

are bound up with the possession of freedom. so that about the 

Saitrean lament there is SOhleth;lnQ false. What it is COmeS out 

very clearly if we compare the sartz:ean picture of human nature 

in La Nause •e with what Simone de Beauvoir says in her memoir 

about sartre • s life and attitudes at tlle time when he w~ writing 

it .. sartre is there I,ictured as leading an eager,· meaningful life. 
' 8 

with many friends and projects • His fictional creature, Antoine 

Roquentin, has a meaningless, empty existence by· contrast, and 

the power of sartre • s portrayal is in the claim that RoquentiD 

· is discovering tne reality beneath the surface, the false solidity 

of social life hiding the metaphysical void. Yet sartre does not 

behave as though this were true. HiS confidence in his own novel 

reaches far beyond Roquentin's desperate hope that writ·mg a book 

might rescue him from contingency. What then induced Sartre • s bad 

faith? (For Siirtre• s own behaviour and its lack of coherence with 

his professed doctrines is a striking exanple of bad faith.) At 

least two reasons can be suggested. 

The first is t.hat sartre is a disappointe~ rationalist, 

I do not by saying this point only to sartre•s well-known 

cartesian tendencies.. I mean, rather, that he continuously writes 

as if he expects something like the Cartesi·an or the Hegelian view 

of the world to be true, and is disappointed that it is not. 

Everything ought to be necessarily as .it is, the parts all finite 

' 
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manifestations of a single rational whole, each with a sufficient 

reason for being what and as it is. which i~ W& only knew it wauld 

provide a ·rational justification and explanation of a totally 

satisfying kind. The. importance in Sartre's scheme of the human 

aspiration to the condition of God is only intelligible on this 

view .. This also explains why when Sartre makes conceptual points 

long familiar from the writings of the British empricists, he does 

so with a sense of drama or even melodrama which is notably absent 

in Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. or, is this always true? When at the 

end of Book r of A Treatise of Human Nature H\llle describes his 

experience of epistemological vertigo we are very close to the 
. I 

world of La Nause•e a ur am confounded with all these questions. 
i 

and being to fancy myself in ~ most deplc>rable condition 

imaginable, environed with the deepest darkness. and utterly 

deprived of the use of every ~riber and facultyu 9• What questions? 

Questions that make Hume "look upon no opinion even as more 

probable or likely than another"10• Why? Htnue has argued that we 

cannot justify inductive arguments. The arguments which Huma uses 

here amotint, as has often been noticed, to pointing out that 

inductive arguments cannot be jumtified deduct.tv~ly. that we can 

find no clear and certain self-authenticating first principle from 

which to deduce what we· need for inductive argument •. In other words, 

the empiricist failure to justify induction rests upon an acceptance 

o:f rationalist standards of justt"fication. Hun&'s empricism is 

that of a disappointed rationalist. But at this point Hume turns 

to the solaces of fr1endship and bnckgaiMlOnl he invokes nature 
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and the force of custom ana habit. we argue inductively from. 

custom and habit, and no amo\mt of skeptical doubt·can prevail 

agaJ.nst nature. This .1,.s the move that is not open to sat·tre. '·For 

him custom and habit are fals.ifications, d.isguJ.ses. His discovery 

that the expectations of metaphysical rationalism are necessarily 

disappointing leaves him characterizing the world as l.aoking 

sonething. where he ought to go a stage further back in the argU

ment, and question the whole rationalist use of such terms as· 

"sufficient reasonu, he retains this language and characterizes the 

world by saying that the world is such that the rational.f.s't des

criptions do not and cannot be applied to .f.t. This is like supposing 

that wl1en one has shown that animistic forms of description do not 

apply to trees and rocks, one has adequately characteriZed trees 

and rocks. The refutation of primitive religion is no suts·t.itute 

for Botany or Geology; the refutation of metaphysical rationalism 

is no substitute for an adequate logic and conceptual psychology. 

But this is not the whole story. 'rhex-e is another and a coD;lplicating 

factor. This is that the shock of the discovery that t~re are no 

sufficient reasons, no ultimate justifications (in the sense 

intended by rationalis·t metaphysics and also by a certain kin_d of 

theology which closely resembles it) is not private to Sartre. ~he 

ques·tion of ultimate justificat;l.on for beliefs and standards 

remains relatively unimportant for most people so long as social 

forms are stable and SI;)Cia1 conflict is minimal. When. however, 

the support of custom and habit, which COllstitute cj.vilized social 

life (and aie neither the work of nature as Hune thought nor self-
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1 deception as sartre thinks) is withdrawn as it has been in periods 

. , 

I. 

I 
I : l 

of rapid industrial change, of war, of pri~on camps and torture, of 

Nazism and the tot ali tar ian state, people are forced to ask qUestions 

about justification \olhich normally just do not arise. Moreover, all 

their normal responses are put in question by extreme situations. 

~lhat \1Tere socially approved and.prai.sed public acts., haviJ:lg familiar 

utilitarian justifications, become private gestures in a social 

void. The qtiestion, "But what \"iOUld happen if everybody acted like 

you?" has no more force when _everybody has been acting much worse 

than you for a very long time. And something like this was the case 

in a large part of Europe from 1933 until 1945, to go no further 

afield • 

In this situation the psychology o:1: the absurd man, of the 

man who gestures in the void, bec~ines crucial. But sartre • s study 

of this man is defective in- an important way. Consider a study of 

the psychology of the absurd or the extreme situat.1.on. !'ake as even 

closer to .sartre • s preoccupations the <Jentral character of Camus • 

novel r.• Btranger. He has no normal human emotions or responses. 

Things happen to him and he performs actions, but all in an 
errotional vacuum. He neither hopes nor despairs. He is neither 

interested nor uninterested. He just is. The death of a mother. 

the wishes of a girl-friend, the chance killing of an unknown 

person - these are all the kind of events which have normal and 

standard, though not uniform. responses of various types. What 

are we to make of someone not characterized by these responses, 
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someone so radically lackirtg them that it is not enough to ;;ay that 

he is not sad or repentant? For him these ar'e attributes that 'he 

scarcely understands. The words lack meaning for him. Why are . 

we deeply moved by Camus • novel 1 In part, at leas·b, by tha contrast 

with ordinary human .life. 'l'he meaning and point o:f the normal 

responses are thrown into sharp relief by this p1cture of a man 

who lacks them. But it is essential both to the structure of the 

nov·el and to our understanding of its central character that he 

should be abnormal and exceptional. Without this contrast with the 

normal we should be at a loss and the novel would be de~rived of 

its point. Yet this is the backcloth of normal responses which is 

lacking in sartre • s philosophical wx·i·tings, though it j :3 certainly 

not lacking,. at least. by implication and sometimes by statement, in 

his novels after La Nause •e and above all in his pla.ys. And thus 

the absurdity which infects Sartrean man • s existence is deprived 

of its point. Btit at the same time the voc;ue o~ Sartre is easily 

explained. He provia~s a picture of human existence which can 

easily be accepted by many uprooted and displaced people1 he offers 

an explanation of why· others do not see themselve$ like this, when 

he cites had faith. Curiously,. sartre in his social philosophy 

identifies the deceptions of custom arid 'habit with the social life 

of the bourgeoisie - curiously because the majority of tho.se who 
' . 

recognize the applica.tion of Artre' s picture to themselves are 

rootless members of the bourgeois Cllasse I do not ·t.hink many F}ench 

't110rkers are sartraa.ns., 
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rn. Hegel ••tane unhappy consciousnesf. ,. belongs to one 

historical phase, to one psychological type. It is the clue to,one 

sort of man, not to all men. It cannot be +-he clue to human nature, 
. . 

just because the problems of the unhappy consciousness can be 

resolved. Equally, when modern .psycho-analysis recognize the 

experience of the absurd of Kierkegaardian dread or sart~ean 

nausea in their patients, they see these as symptoms of a condition 

·that can be or needs to be cured. But in Sartre we are faeed with 

a description which suggests no alternative but the drastic, con

ceptually confused,. political altel."lli!~otives (;')f thE! criti6ple. 

'l'o all these the reply might be 1.-:.hat what is being under

est.imated is the extent ·to which sartJ:e J.n ;fact proves his points. 

For independent testimony can be adduced to $upport Sartre in such 

content:ions as that no one else c-an choose noral principles for 

me, that in the end I can only s·tand firm on iny choice of pr:.inciples, 

and the like. Neither oavid Hume n<)r R.M. Hare ·ere usually ti'lken 

for existentialists, but sartre leans heavily not only on Hume•s 

the :sis that we cannot deduce an "ouyb't" frorn an "is" • but even 

more upon a view of justification fundamentally s.imilar to that 
11 . 

of Hare • For Hare, ~1hen we have specified the consequences of 

acting upon the sort of principle we have chosen, when we have 

specified the way of life of which this principle is a part, the 

justification for principles is a:t mn end. Here we can no longer 
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argile, we can only decide. But this is apparently sartre'a ~·~hical 

position also, . and even Kierkegaard 1 s. The view is the opposite 

of ;u-istotle • s ·that deliberation end choice belong together -

for Hare and sartre alike, where thex·e is no furtt-.er room for 

del:Lberation, choice is in plcce. This choice is necessarily 

criterion less .. 

one reason why a point apparently of cold logic in Hume 

or in Hare beCOII¥3S a dramatic point of oontr~versy in Sartre is 

that nume and even Hare are able to assume a social context· of 

broad moral agree100nts and sartre is not12• When we know what to 

choose morally, to be told that our choices have no further justi

fication will not disturb us as it will when we do not know what 

to choose, and are looking for reasons to turn one ~·:rny rather than 

another. But are Hare and sartre in fact right? .AI:e there criterion

less choices and do they underlie moral principles? one could 

approach this in a number of ways. One would be to ask for instances 

of choices and to st.udy the re-lationship. of choice to criteria. 

Here it would perhaps turn out that actual examples of apparently 

cri.terionless choices seem always to be special and misleading cases, 

such as the choice of a numbered ticket from a hat in a raffle, 

where there must be no criterion for deciding between one ticket 

and another, because the whole point is that the ac~lection shall 

be random.. And this is to say that the choice is governed by a 

criterion, namely that each ticket shall have en equal chance 

of selection. In any case, choice of moral principles does not 
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appear to be like that. Moreover, it follows from the sartr~Hare 

view that a moral principle can (logically) have &~y content 

whatsoever. ~·/hat moral principles one has depends on one• s choices. 

and these, be.J..ng not restricted by criteria of cho.ice, can be of 

an~thing at all. But \>le are strongly inclined to say that if a man 

avowedly made it a moral principle that one ought always to walk 

abc:;ut with one's hand on one • s head we should find l.'lhat he said is 

unintelligible. If we discovered that he had a belief that doing 

this prevented sorre disease, or gave pleasure to himself or others, 

or was connected with some other recognisable human goOd, we should 

begin to unaerstand. And this suggests strongly ·.:..hat the content 

of moral principles ls not open for us to choose just as we like1 

\'ITe are limited by the character of the concept of a good. But to 

adndt this would involve Sartre in admitting his bete-noire, an 

objective moral order of some soJ.-t. 

we can understand in any case an oddity in Sartre • s position 

\'lhei."l we consider the fact that desires appear to play no role in 

provic ing criteria of choice. The reason for this is simple. 

sartre thinks that desires and emotions thamaelves are cho~en. If 

I arr: srid, he argues, it is because I choose to be. He pictures a 

man ilj, a state of melancholy, 'i.-lhO rouses himself t.o a state of 

interest and cheerfulness when some one else entez:·s the room. But 

it does not follow from this, as sartre supposes, that the man 

can be sad or cheerful as he chooses. It would be muchnore natural 

to say that he can rou~e himself from his sadness, if he wants 

something else badly enough, such as not to show his sar::.-1ess to 



CHAP.t'ER IX 

CONCLUDING REF!ECl'IONS1 

F A C .T. S · A N D 0 B L I G AT I 0 N s· 

That there is a logical distinction between statement of· 

fact and value, so that from a statement that something is the 

case no conclusion can be drawn abou·t w~at ought ·to be d.one, 

has become axiomatic in a good deal of recent writing about 
l . ' ' 

ethics • R. M. Hare has formulated the principle as "No imperative 

conclusion can be validly drawn from a set of premisses which 

does not· contain at least one imperative". ·In OLder not to beg 

the disputed question of whether an "oughtu proposition is best 

in.terpreted ·a.s an imperative, I prefer to put it more generally 

and to say that no conclusion as to what ought or oug11t· not to 

be done can be validly inferJ:·ed from a set of premisses which 

does not at least contain one term which sta:te!S, indicates or 

implies that actions of a certain kind ou9h't or ought not tc be 

doria. Nevertheless others have po:lnted out that statements of 

fact are often adduced as reasons from which duties can be 

1nferred2 • My purpose! in this part of discourse will be to examine 

some kinds of instance in which it appears that an obligation is 

being deduced from st:atements of fact, to try to see whether the 

factual premisses are indeed purely factual, and what is the 

force of the "ought" i.n the concluoion. 
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As a formal point, it seems· unquestion-able t:hat no 

COnClUSiOn COntaining an U0Ught11 Call be StriCtly dedUCed from 

premisses which only state facts. This must surely be so, since 

deductive logic is concerned with getting pi.nts out. of pint pots, 

and nothing more can appear in the conclusion than can be extracted 

from the premisses taken together. Yet in much moral. argument or 

persuasion, this principle ~es not seem to be held. Hume, indeed, 

in a \~ell-known passage often taken as the locus classicus in 

these discussions, says that such a principle if recogniZed would 

"subvert all the vulgar systems of morality". "In every system 

of morality which i have hitherto met with J: have al.wayr;· remarked 

that the author proceeds for some time in the ordinary way of 

reasoning, and establishes the being of a God or meJ:_es observa~ 

tions concerning human affairs1 when all of a sudden I am sur

prised to find, that instead of. the usual copulations of pro

pos~tions, is and is not, I meet with no proposition that is not 

connected with. an ou<;~ht or ought not •. This change is imperceptible, 

but is, however, of the last consequence. For as this ought, or 

ought not, express some new relation or affirmation, 'tis necessary 

that it should be observed and explained; and at the same ttme 

that a reason should be given, for what seems altogether incon

ceivable, hovr this new relation can be a deduction from others, 

which are ent!Lely different from 1t"3 • 

.; 
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Hume is surely_;·right in saying that there is_ a logical 
. ' . 

jump here .. But is he right in saylrig that :the change from 

propositions. not connected with an "ought" to one :so connected 

is a• imperceptibleae? No doubt in popular moral argument and preach

in~ it often goes unperceived, but it may be possible to see how· 

the transition is made. For in actual moral discussion, these 

transitions are continually being made 1 as indeed they are in 

Hume's own discussion of how morality works in social practice. 

\there he shows ideas of obligation being extracted from factual 

premisses, through inducing people to see how they can take an 

interest in what is to the general interest.4., 

I shall now consider some of the ways in which statement 

of obligation is connected with statements of fact, in order to 

see both what its force is, and what ;Ls the natura of the trans!-

tion. 

uThe state of the roads being what it is, if you want 

to catch the 10.30 p.m. train you ought to "leave nowv. 

'I'his is a hypothetical impez:·e.tive1 the apodosia states 

what, according to reasonable expectations, is likely to be a 

necessary, if not sufficient, condition for fulfilling a desire 
. ! 

indicated·. by the prot.asis. Cart the statement be rephrased so as 

·to cut out 11 ought"? If it were rephrased as 11 If y-ou do not leave 

now, you will not cat.ch the train", it would become a simple 

predication, and it mi~ht be falsi£ied if the train wer·:>..· late. 

.·:" 
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'I'he force of the •iought" is to say amongst other th~gs that 

one should not bank on trains being late. If you are to be 

able to do \Y"hat you want to do, knowing the facts about the roads 

and according to all reasonilble expectations of when the train 

is likely to arrive, you ought to leave now. "rhe "ou<;;ht" here 

has the force of warni~ng you that you would be flying in the face 

of .reasonable expecta·tions of success if you did cot do this. The 

recomrendation is only made on the assumption that you have in 

f ac·t got a certain desire or purpos~. It J?Oin ts out that if you 

are wanting to achieve your purpose, and if you a.z:e prer~<:tred to 

behave reasonable, you are committed t.o taking certain steps •. As 

Kant put it in writing about hypothetical imperatiVEcJ• "Who wills 

the end, wills also (so far as reason decides his conduct} the 

means in his power which are indispensablY: necessary thereto•5• 

The operative words here are "so ·far as reason decides his conduct•. 

Hence the "ought", and why even in a hypothetical imperative one 

cannot say that an "ought" follows simply ±rom 'statements on 

fac·t. It might appear s01 as when I say., ui want to catch the 

1.0 • .30 train; it is close on 10 0 'clot:~ and will take me half an 

hour to get to the station, so I ouc;Jht to leave no~r". In so far 
li-

as "I ought to leave now" gives information about means t:o my 

end ("my leaving now will give me time to catch the train .. ) it 

is implied by the indicative premisses. The "oughtu adds the 

force of a recorrunendation I am making to myself as to what I had 
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better do, on the assumption that I am adopting a prudential 

att:i.tude. If l am not adopting such an attitude, I mJ.ght say, 

11 But all the same I am going to stay another five minutes". So 

even· the prudential ••ought" in· a hypothetical iinperative J.s not, 

I think, entailed by .indicative premisses1 it can be overridden 

by a moral "ought" as when, for instance, in ~pite of the fact 

that I want to catch the t1:ain I decide J: ought to \'iaJ.t because 

I have promised to meet someonev 

In a categorical imperative, as Kant also :pointed out, 

the 11 ought11 does not state that a certain means-end cormnJ.tment 

is reasonable within a pre::tmed purpose. Kant said it enunciated 

a liDiversal law; we may prefer t~o say a "principle", in order to 

avoid the implications of command suggested by the word "law", 

as by the word "imperative". But whether we call it; law, prin-

. ciple,. recorrimendation or prescription, a statement such as "All 

men ought to tell the truth" is not a dubious genetral statement 

of fact, such as ''Everyone tells the t:.rutb", or "All men are 

liars 11 
,· and those who break it do not invalidate the general 

principle (if it is valid). Since categorical imperatives (if 

there be such) are never held to be derived from factual pre

misses, they raise .no problems relevant to tnis dJ.scussion (though,· 

of course, they raise plenty of others). 

One reaction to the sharp diat1nction bet\teen statements 

of facts and moral expressions has been to deny that the latter 
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are assertions at all. a:nd to interpret.them as expx:essions of 

attitude, joined with an injunction (conveyed .by the word 11 0Ugl'_lt•) 

used to get others to share our attitude~ so "You c,ught to tell 

the truth" becomas "I approver of telling the truth ' do eo, 

6 tooa• • But this '!itay of putting it has coroo in for a good deal of 

crticism on the score that it reduces tl~ function of ethical\ 

language either.to the propagandist one of trying to influeQce 

peopl~:'s attitudes and/or to the dictatorial one of commandfng 

them to agree with us; and m~ither of these does justice to \the 
7 .\ 

possibility of moral argument or I.·ational persuasio11 • And ~ 

rr.oral arguments. people put forward fctcts as considerations w~ich 

may cause their. opponents to change their views1 as also in m~ing 

one's own decisions, one may be influenced by having a fact 1\ 
formerly unnoticed brought to one's attentcion. Does this go tel' .. 
sh01." that there is, as Hume remarked, a transition from facts to·. 

\ ·. 
"ought", as Hume showed in his practice of actual moral argument?. 

Is ·there a kind of inference \vhich is not strict o.eduction., but 

\'ll'hich allows for this transition? 

. 8 . 
Mr .. Stuart Hampshire holds that it is wron9 to draw 

"the inference from the fact that moral or practical judgmen·t;s 

cannot be logically di~rived from l'.rtaternents of fact, that they 

cannot be based on or establi~hed exclusively by reference to 

beliefs about matters of fact 11 • Hence, he says. 1 ::>ral judgtients 

are discussable; the c;mly kind of rational discourse is not 

str.ict deduction, but there may be another "loose kind of 
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inferen.ce", by which \r.re pass to moral decisions. There may, 

indeed;. but r: am not happy about sa:{i.ng that these judgements 

can be 11 established exclusively" by reference to beliefs about 

matters of £act, unle.ss we are seej_ng f act.s not just as what is 

the case, but in the lic;Jht of soma guiding attitude of fairness 

or sympathy. otherwise, why sho~ld a consideration such as "You 

ousht not to hit him bee ause he is mnaller than you" carry any 

appeal? 

Professor 'l'oulmin in the The Plac:e of Reason in Ethics -·. 
also sa.ts that factual staterrents may be "good reasons•• for 

moral judgements, and calli the process by which we pass from 

fac·t.s to values 11 evaluative inference 11
• The transition i~ made 

by invoking a fo.I.-mulation of v1hat he says is 51The function o;E 

ethics'1 , a general principle such as those elsewhere called 

.. rules of inference" 9 .. 'l'hat is to say, the inference can be 

dralm because, whether e·xplicitly or not, thim pri.nciple is being 

used; it states that the funct.ion of e·thics is "to correlate 

our feelings and behaviour in such a way as to make the fulfil-
. I 

men·t of everyone • s aims and desires as far as Pc>ssible compatible". 

So a moral judgment coula be derived from factual statements if 

it could be said that "this c:tction \..rould be likely to promote 

the rr:.:cx:imum harmony of. interests". l'his is reminiscent of 

Benthamite utilitarianism, and raised the same difficulty& 

how do I pass from saying this action would prorrote the .<~aximum 

harmony. of interests to saying I ought ·to do the action, unless 
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r make some judgment (like the major premiss of U1e practical 

syllogism) to the effect that to promote a harmony of interests 

is good (11 good11 . here neaning 11 desirable11
, or "a woz·th aim• -

either would be an evaluative expression). 'l'oulrnin thinks this 

is provided for by introducing his view of uthe function of 

ethics 11 as a rule of inference. But. this view of the functic.:l 

of ethics is not uncontroversial; it might be possible to argue . . 
tha·t some interests should be eliminated rather than promoted 

or harmonized, and that ethics are in fact sometiineR used to do 

just this. To call this view a 11 rule ')f inference11 suggest' it 

is .less controversial than i·t is. 

10 . 
Mr. Hare in a review of Toulmin 1 s book. ~llosoph1cfl 

Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 4, 1951, pp. 372-375 says that Toulmln 1 s 
\ 

11 evaluative inference 11 from fact to value is in effect the ohd 
\ 

Aristotelian practical syllogism· in disguise. In the practica\1 

syllogism, the major premiss is a general rule to the effeet 

that such and such actions or objects are good, or desirable, 

or should be chosen, whj.le the minor premiss states .the fact ti!C\t 

x is an action or object of this kind, from which follows the 

conclusion that it ought to be cione or chosenu In ~l'oulmin 1 s 

scheme, the major premiss is replaced by a general rule of 
\ 
i 

inference which says we are entitled to pass from the one factual ,, 

premiss to the conclusion-the rule in this case being that the 

function of ethical judgements is to harmonize desires. But this 

introduces a value jcdgment; it could be put as a major premiss 
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sta·ting a general principle, e. g .. "We ought to act in the kind 

• 
11 11 t finA of way which \dll serve to harmonize desires ' or even o .,... 

ways of harmonizing desires is what we should use ethics for" 

(if we are w·anting to stick close to the notion of 11 function"• 

and noti£.£ that in fact ethics is not always used in this \tay). 

~'lhether we prefer to call this a maj<)r premiss, or a rul~ of 

inference of (as 'l'oulmin is now inclined to do ·) a 11 warrant0 

does not alter the fact that a sentenae introduc~ng a judgment 

about values, and not only about facts, has been iJJtroc.iuced. By 

"Value judgment11 I unoers1:Clnd broadly some expression inoicating 

approval or disapproval, or being used to commend or condemn. 

Following on this, if action is called for (there may be purely 

contemplative kinos of valuation whert:l ·it is not), we can conclude ~ 

·that certain kinds of action would be more appropriate than ·others 

and in some cases where action is not optional, this may be of 

a kind to which we are committed if we make t;he value jud~ement 

at all .. Hence the 11 ought11
• I look on road accidents us bad 

things, and therefore I ought to do what I can to avoid them. 

It would be logical t.o say "but all the same I do nothing to 

avoid them11
, admitting that this is reprehensible on my part 

since I own road acc1dents are bad. r·t would not be logical to 

say "but all the same I ought not to try to avoid them". 

I concluoe thc:1t formally speaking the logical po;·~Ht must 

stand, that value judgments or sta-tements about what ought to be 

done cannot be deduced from purely factual statemen;s. But there 
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is the question of whether in practice it is always_possible 

to make a sharp distinction between btu-e factual s:tatements 

and statements which are valuationally loaded, so that they at 

least indicate, if not imply, recommendations about what ought 

or ought not to be done. 'I'he notion of "fact" itself is, of 

course, far from simple • .Ideally, it means something which actually 

is or was the case; in practice we have to make do with statements 

of fact, which are propositions givin~~ interpretations of what is 

or was the case. So in ;-,r·act.ice we have more than bare .:escrip-

tion. we have intc~rpretation '.rrhich selects, emphasizes, relates. 

·If this is so· to some extent even in deDcribing the facts in a 

physical situation, it is still more so in desc.r.tbing the facts 

of social situations, which are the kinds-of facts usually 

aaduced as reasons supporting moral judgments or decisions. For 

facts about social situations, or "social facts" as they are 

sorretimes less accurately called, are not just statements about 

individuals with certain physical and biologiCcLl properties. 'I'hey 

are statements about peovle occupying various roles vis-a-vis 

one another;. And a role is relatJ.onship of a recognized kind 

•-.rithi.n a given society, with some notion of the kind of conduct 

appropriate to ·i·t build into its description. 'l'he difference 

. 11 
can be 'seen by considering a we.ll-lmo\rm passage ih Hurnef , ~hich 

ignores this notion of social relationship .. "Lilt us choose any 

inanimate object,. such as an oak or elm; ana let us suppose 

that, by the dropping of .iL-s seed. i·t produces a sapling below 
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it, which spring·ing up by degrees, at last overtops. and destroys 

the parent tree 1 I &sk, if in_this instance there be wanting 

any relation, which is discoverable in parriciqe or ingratitude?. 

Is not the one tr8e the cause of the other's existence1 and the 

latter the cause of t.he destruction of the former, in the same 

manner as \"lhen a child murders his parent? 'T iu not sufficient 

to reply, that a choice or will is wanting, For in the case of 

parr.icide a will does not give rise to any different relations, 

but. is only the cause from which the action is deriv'dl and 

consequently produces the came relations, that in the oak or elm 

arise from some otheJ::· principles". 

Hume says that what is lacl(ing in the one case and .f-~.und 

in .the other is a sentiment., anci the sentiment· is an emotion of 

approval or disapproval within tl:Je breast qf the observer. But 

if the relation of a child to parent is cor.isidered as social, and 

not merely as physical, it becomes a role relation constituted 

by certain notions of appropriate conduct whj.ch are built into 

its description. These may, of course, vary in dfferent societies, 

but there will al\1Tays be some such notion, so that it is possible 

to speak of "filial 11 and 11unfilial" conouct to designate ways 

of behaving \'lhich are1 appropriate or inappropriate in the· role. 

Indeed, the history of the terms "naturalN and Nunnatural" shows 

hO\·.r deeP-seated is the t?elief that certain ld.nds of con:.uot are 

part of the normal description of a soc.ial relation. The ambigui

ties in "riat.ural11
. and 11 unnatural" may suggest ·these· terms are 

\ 
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better avoided in these discussions (I shall x·etu:t·n to thiu in 

a later context). social behaviour is always artificial, in the 

sense that it is not just instinctive or impulsive" It is informed 

by expectat1ons about what it is appropriate to do in certain· 

types of situation, and this only seems "natural" \~here the 

expectat-ions are so strongly grounC:uad in custom and so widely 
12 

accepted that they come to seem self-evident· • so Sir David 

Ross and the late Professor Prichard used to tell us that it was 

int.td.t.ively self-evident ·that if X had borrowed money f.2c>m Y, 

he had an obli~ation to repay it, or that if A was the father 

of B, B had a duty.to help A in his old age. But these are role 

relations where the beliefs about appropriate conduct are so 

firmly established that what it is right to do gets seen not as 

a decision, but as part ot. the facts of t~e situation. If I 

suc;;J~;est that this 11 self-evidence•.• is part...:.! the result of esta-

blished custom, this does not mean that such judgments are merely 

"socially-conditioned•• and so may be arbitrary• They may also 

be the result oi ·the sense of fairness, sympathy and something 

like.Toulmin•s principle of the need to make for harmony of 

interests, t·mrking on custom so as to reJnforce or amend it. And 

these, I suggest, are among our means of criticism and rationality 

in moral jud.gments .. Ji'or fairness and sy1npathy orr~ attitudes which 

help us to put ourselves :imaginatively :Lnto the role of the other 

people in the situat1on,. and so help us to be more objective 

about our ovm role in relat.ion to them .. And this is surely one 

'.Na~r of trying to be rational. MakiWJ fairness, sympathy and a 
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will ·to harmony our guides, the facts of the situations in which 

we have to act can trJ.en be seen as constituting good reasons for 

decisions; but they are not good reasons on their own account. 

and apart from these guides. seen Wlder the guides of aggressive

ness and selfishness t~he fac·ts mi(.;Jh't provide good 1~easons for 

different courses of action. so we should still say that it is 

only possible to pass from descriptiops of fact -t;.o moral judgments 

by the help of some guiding evaluation. 'l'his may not be explicitly 

enunciated as a principles in the case of the morality of role 

behaviour it may have becoiite. part of t.he accepted notion of what 

is implied in occupying the role of e. g. a debtor or a parent. 

'l'he notion of rule, ther<~fo.r:e, I suggest provides a link 

between the factual descriptions of sc)cial situations., and n:oral 

decisions about what ought to be .cione in toom. It has, so to 

speaJc, a foot in both camps. Where roles have become recurrent 

and generally recogniZed forms of relat;ionship within a social 

'llay of life, certain norms of behaviour beooma, as I have suggested, 

built into their description~ so indiviuuals acting in such roles 

are not all the tilre thrown back on their own ~J.rst-hand judgments. 

as to \~That they ought. to do. And however much \oJe · may pride our

selves on the individual, personal character of our own mo:J;al 

decisions. or pour scorn on established codes i£ we like to think 

o:i ou.r:selves as "Outsiu...;;.x:s", we all in fact depend on w~u&t can 

oe taken for g.r·anted in role morality to a far greater extent 
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than we always realize. But that this implies acceptance or 

rejection of norms, and not .bare reading of facts, is shown on 

the occasions where role moralit.Y is challenged (for instance the 

Victorian notions of what constituted "filial behaviour", 

especially on the part of dauyhtera), or wr~re there are conflicts· 

of role, and dfficult decisions have to be made about priorities. 

It then becomes evident that role morality, however strongly 

established, does no·t just exist as a natur:al fact. outsj• a the 

minds of· inCLiviuuals, exercising casual pressure on them. It acts 

as a pressure indeed, but i·t is the pressure of est ··:blished 

traaition, existing in the minas of individuals through their 

social education, and c6nti:nually being s~rengthened or weakened 

by their sonetimes more and sometimes less responsible acceptance 

or L·ejection. so v1hen the "facts of the situation" seem to point 
.. 

inescarJabl.t to certaj.n obligations, this may. be because they are 

·tile fac·cs of a social situation, sean as already charged with the 

norms of roles as established within a social tradition. ADd 

tnese Hiust either be accepted or z:·ejecteu. vlhen the acceptance 

is tc.cit or taken for granted, the norms are likely to be seen 
13 

simpl.f as part o.t the facts of tho situat.ion • Where they are 

not t·aken £or gJ:·anted, a pe.r·sonc3.l decision has to .be made to 

accept or reject them. 

When therefor-:J an "ought11 follo~vs fz·om statements oon-

cerning roles (11 X is you.x: ,;jon, therefore .YOU ought not to treat 

him .like that" a "Since you are a dootor, you ought to respect 
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the confidences of your patien-t;.s'•), what is happening is that 

a person is being refe~rred to value-acceptances which he can 

be presumed to hold. The force of the 11 ouQht" is not merely to' 

make a recommendation (which so\.mds too tentatj,ve), still less 

to issue a command {which sounds too dictatorial), but to recall 

a commitment to act in accordance with these value acceptances. 

This, I think, holes both for the SE"~concl person, 11 you ouDht 11 , 

and for the first per.aon 11 I ought11
• 'l'he former 11 0USJht" is more 

likely_ to invoke as the ~E! ; sons 1:or a decision accopted ·norms of· 

role Ioorality, put as_ facts of a social Bituation. The latter is 

more likely to register a decision in which adherence to these 

is reasserted, or is questioned on ac<~ount of adherence to some 

other commitment. In neither case is the "ought" deduced froin 

valuationally neutral statements of fact. 

Another runge of instances where "ought" statements appear 

t.o follow from statentents of fact occurs in talking of purposive 

activities or of things made for a purpose. "If that is a lmife 

_.,·ou ouidht to be able to CU't. w.ith it" ditfers from u If that 

creature is a who.le, it ought to be a mammal", in that in the 

lattc:..c case b1e 11 ought 11 can be diSJ;JlaceO. by the purely faotual 

(anc timeless) 11 'Jdll be 11
• If the creature proves Jn.ot to be a 

marrmal, i"t is no ,,,hale, . :md tha·t is t.nat • .aut if r.te car. ::.ot cut 

\·Jith this tool, then is it not knife? Perhaps, or perhaps not. 

It might. be an exceed.ingly blunt knife. Efficiency co fulfil 

the ;:=:ur l.:.:.ose for which a thing has been maO.e is a ma~ter of degree, 
I 
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and not an all-or-none affair as 'lrthen something is or is not a 

rnarrunal. 

when words are defined teleologically, i.e. with reference 

to the purpose of the thing defined, we do not reco~ize instances 

of ·them by being sho\m them ostensively, as we might of e. g. 
14 

1:-ed things. we have to be told what they are for · ~ A kn:t.Ee is 

a single-bladed tool to cut with. J:f you wero given some.blunt 

instrument tha·t. could never conceivably have cut e,Ten butter, 

you woula not want to say it w·as a bad knife1 fOU would uot call 

.it a knife at all •. So. if one says "That is a knife., so you ought 

to be· able to cut \'11ith it", the •iought" conclusion follows from 

1rJllc1t looks lilce a factual p.t·emiss only because the meaning of 

"knife" is s0111~thing with which it ought '-V be possible to cut 

(so the conclusion is really analytic). An object like a knife 

has a functional uefinition \vith reference to its purpose, and 

~ve may CiSk ho1t1 sub-standard in efficiency such. an object may be 

before we begin refusing to accord it t.ne class name. sometimes 

refereuce to a standard is p.r·esupp()Sed, and then terms have not 

only functional but also evaluative meaning. l do not think 

there is a hard and fact line between thta two. ..:.A some words the 

evaluative meaning is part ot the defini·tion, aa those used· in a 

pejorative or coJrJnendatory sense, l.ike 1'murdercar" • "late"; 

"statesrr.an", "uc:dnt".. (Here an "ou1.;ht'' ocm follow. as 1n "He 

ar:civeci late for the lecture, so ought to have got up earlier", 
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since "late" means "after he ought to have done•• ). I suggest 

that~ evaluative m:aning. though not necessarily an evaluative 

definition. is normally attached to purposive activities and the 

prac·titioners of these activities. ~I'o be an instance of one of 

these, one must achieve a certain mocU.cum ()f effectiveness in 

carrying out the activity. Otherwise one is not even a bad 

instance. but a "bogus" or not an ;lnst~ance a:t all. Take politics 

as such an activity. accept,ing fer the salce of argument Oakeshott•s 
15 

cefinition c "the activity of attenuing to the gemeral arrange-

ments of a set of people whom chance or choice had brough·t 

together". If common actions directed to genE~ral <u::rangements 

produced merely a free-for-all shambles. we should not. I think. 

consiaer that ·they counted as poli.tics .. '.l'hex·e is an element of 

"stipulation" /1ere ' different people may draw tb:l line in 

different ways; we need not say there is an 11 essent.ial na·ture of 

polit.1.cs11
• But there is a measure of effectiveness in being able 

to get people to work together • even if only ill order to frustrate 

other people. which a person • s activities will have to show if we · 

are to call them "political". If aoueonl"i:! is quite incapable of 

doing this. vle should not be prepared to call h~ a politician. 

not even a bad politician. but perhapu only a ••would-be". poli

tician. Mo.t:eover. in cor.1;;;idering pUl:·posivfi: activities. it is I 
surely reasonablt:: to discuss them not only in terms of what it . 

is to do them, but \'Jhat it is to do them well. which is why 

·' 
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political science, from Aristotle on, is likely to include 

recommendations as well as descriptions, and why the recommenda

tions as to what ought to be done appE~ar to be following from 

the descriptions• 

The loaded meaning becomes an evaluative definition in 

the case of conunendator\,. or honorific terms like ustate:: . .men11 •· 

A statesman is someone who carries our political activity on a 

faiJ:·ly high level if he is to earn the name. We hav~ noted that 

class membership in the case of terms with evaluative meaning 

is not assigned in an all-or-none way, but: as a matter of degree. 

So it may be said not only that A is a better statesman than B, 

but that he is more of a statesman than B . (or "more of a poli

tician", or "more of a philosopher ... ) In some cases when it looks 

as if an "ought" conclusion follo.ws from factual premisses, this 

will be because one of the terms in the premisses has an evalua

tive definition, "Since A is a state.-.man, the rnsasures he put 

fonrard ou<;ht not to be ill-conceived" • Note t:hat it would also 

be possible to sa.¥ that since the measuJ:·es put forward were ill

conceived, A was no fltatesman. 'l'hJs becomes analytic. But it is 

not pointless, if we are conside.I·ing \"lhoth.:~r ·to apply the term 

11 statesman" ~V'ith its evaluative definition to A or not. And if 

it is applied, the imp lie, . .lon is that a certain standard of wise 

conduct can be taken for granted. 
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Role activities purposively undertaken are likely to 

hav·e evaluative meaning not only in that SQn'le modicum of efficiency 
I 

in the role is presupposed when according t}l.e name, but alao in 

that, as we have already seen, the name may be withheld if certain 

generally acknowleagad obligations of the role ai.e not observed. 

The z:·ole of doctor is a clear instance. If a person fails ·to 
; 

behave in accordance wi. th the norms of the role beyond a point, 

people may sa~{ that 11 He is no aoo·tor••. It might be said that 

the operational definition of th:ia point is given by a person 

being struck off the Medical Registe.r., But. this apart, I th.l . .n.k 

it if' fair to say that the social f~t. of the doctor-patient. 

relationship inclUdes certain obl.igat.ions in ita descriptiOn·, 

and if these are grossly ai.s.regar.ded on either side the name of 

the role will be considered inappropr,iate and withheld. 

Thus purposively assumed roles mai be said to have 

ev<liuative meaninga What about ascribed roles, based for instance 

on natural relations, such as X' s role in bwing the son of Y? 

It m.i,grrt be said that since such roles are not voluntarily 

assumad.. they cannot be forfeited through inefficiency Oli 

nlisconduct, Ana indeed Y may say of x, 11 1-JC)W(:IVer he has L_~haved. 

-he is still my son11 
o But it may be possible nevertheless to 

dis·tinguish the social from the nat.ural I:elationshi'~'. ~ is saying 

that he still recognizes the obligations of being x•s father1 

it migi1t have been open to him to sever the social. as distinct 

· fr<:Jm the natural relationship, by disinheriting X and considering 
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himself no longer bound by the obligati.ons of the role of X' s 

father. Hence the social relationship can have an evaluative 

meaning and the name be withheld in smne cases where the natural 

relationship still holdse And contr.·ariwise. a stranger by blood 

may be adopted or initiated into the social role of a k.inship 

relatj.onship • .so it can ·ue said that the role as a soci~Ll and 
I 

not merely a natural relationship has an evaluative aspect, and 

is only held to obtain where certain stcinaards of ~expected conduct 

are: at least to some extent observed. This can hold even of 

persons occupying roles of rivals or enell~es via-a-vis one 

another.. ("Holi'J can· I go on. calling you my enemy when you are 

deliberately C.Jiving me chances to escc:1pe?1
',) The test is a standard 

of socially exp9cted con6uct1 not necessarily of mutually 
16 

benevolent conduct ·• Thus, in· cases where descriptions of facts 

ar.~e descriptive of social situations in which the relations are 

role relations, a rigid distinction between descriptive and 

prescriptive language cannot be maintainGld• When reasons for 

moral decisions are given by citlng the fac:ts of a ~ituation, 

the situation may al.z:·eady be seE:!n in terms of ce.t:"tain expecta-

tion::> as to approp.z:·iate conduct .in i-t.; .if the t~ituation consists 

of people in certain roles vis-a-viu each other, such as father 

and child, or debtor and C.i.t')ditor., Sli> an agent in deciding what 

he ought to do, when he considers t.he £acts, must associate or 

dissociate himself f:t·om these g(;'lneral expectations as to ap~·,ro-

priate behaviour. And when some one else, ae spectator, t;r,:·ies 
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to describe these role expectations as held by other people. it 

will be ..,.,.ell for him ·to renJE.:mber that hi~ own terminology for 

describing social roles contains t.~:~rms some of which have evalua-

tive meanings, and also terms like ''n6rrt1a.l", "har.monious11
1 

"integrative", "disintegrative", whi<lh CHll~ry ·the.ir own sorts of 

17 
evaluative estimate with them • 'rhia need rio·t mlan that studies 

of this kind are not "sciEH~t~ific 11 and bicwed by personal· pre-

ferences. It means that we neE.>d to recognize ·that the Subjec_t 

matter can, it seems,· only be describea through terms which '•re 

to some extent evalua·tive. 

Lastly • I come to an important group of instances in which 

injunctions about wha·t. ought t.o be done seem to be beirtg derived 

from what appear as statements of fa<::t.. ncunely many of the injunc-

tions of religious mo;ra11ty. Mooz.·e. J?oppE.~r and others have insisted 

tha.t even if the facts adduced as reasons are· facts of a spiritual 

or metaphysical l<.ind, they cannot lead to a ·statement of obliga

tion without the introduction of a premiss containing a distinc

tively 100ral judgrient .• Thus if, as Kant r.uiys. religious morality 

consists in seeing our duti~;;os as divine COJTU'nands. the o~>~ . .tgation 
. . 

to obey follows not froJ1. · the fact that God commands, but. only 

if this is conjoined \'lith the belief that wh,at God commands is 

right.- In many people • s mina.s this is analytically implied., since 

the idea of God is eva.luatively charged with the idea of goodness. 
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sometimes a religious injuncti0n co11taining an "ought11 

is related to statements of fact aa the con~itions on which certaLi 

aspirations can bt3 fulfilled. Here the logic is that of the. me'ans

end 11 ought11 hypothetical imperatives.,. If one is comnitted to a 

certain purpose,_ cert.ain necessary means ought to bet talo;-rm. 

sometimes, however, the fact cited as a reason for an "c:n.Jyht" 

looks like neither a fact of command, nor a condition within t::1a 

context of an end to be achieved. The facts are adduced as direct 

reasons for obligations to certain ways of behaving. In general, 

I think that this is because the facts exe·looked on not as 

valuationally neu·tral, but· either as evoking gratitude or as 

sonehovJ exemplary. 11 Because Christ so loved us, we ought also to 

love one another" - the obligation is not only an obligation to 

gratitude, but the facts are held out as exemplary of a way of 

life '1.-J'hich, if accepted, brings c:·onuTlitment to cer-tain r,~ays of 
18 

behavj_our· .. A moral judgment is implied in accep"t~ing the facts 

as exemplary, an6 ·therefore a mornl. conclusion. can be dratrm about 

the kind of behaviour which follow:ll accordingly. But the moral 

jud9FK'mt which accept.s the facts i.lf.J e:x.enq)lcrr.s lh .... i;d not depend 

on comparing them with an already accep"t:.«::1d moral ideal which they 

can be ta}~en to illustratr:! (as Kant:. held, when he said that the 

Holy One of the Gospels must firs·t be compclx·ed with our ideal 

19 
of rnoral perfection before we can t·ocognize Him as such) • In 

so far as religious morality can g.:lve new moral vision; it .:.a.y 

be by producing exemplars fo.z:· ways of behavitlg which;. while. 

appealing to existing mor:al judgments, can yet also show a 

better kind of mo:x:·al1ty. 
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('!'his is the a fortiori technique of the Gospel pa:rable=:d. 

so in some of the cases in relig;ious morality where facts 

are held to entail obligations, tl"l.is happens bee. 1use the facts 

are seen as exemplara. within a way of life to which the person 

is committed. 'l'here i;>re,. however, ulso forms of religious JOOrality 

\'17here the kinds of facts adduced am .t·easons for behaviou.r are 

not exemplary but are said to be facts about the nature of the 

~:rorld, a.Ylc it i~ saJ.d that anyone leading a m:u:al life shot ;'d 

con.form to t~hese. 'l'hj_.s holds of t:be lonCJ t.t·adition which persents 

n;oJ::-alit.f as in some way "living according tonature"• where the 

notion of 11 natural law••, is used· in a n10ral. as well ~s a physical 

sense., setting out the most gen<=:ral principles according to which 

human beings should behave if they· are to fulfil their "nature" 

as human beings. Her~ \'11e find a Qombination of the descriptive 

p:r:·escriptive notions of law, and the notion of "nature" as stand

ing not only for the totality of things that exist. !1,1 J;erum natura, 

blit · _.lso carr.ting evaluative meaning according. to whieh the 

"na·t.ure" of a thing :ls to be a good instance of its type. And so 

too, '.rith the notio.~ o!. 11 human••. li'rom one point of vie' .. ·'.-Je might 

Se.:f th;.1t all the ~,rayi3 in Which peOple Can live and behaVe Can be 

called 11 human 11 in a perfectly pr()f.l(JI." sense, and we 2 an count 

no-thing human as alien to us .. But from anotner point of view. the 

notion of '1 hurnan••, as that of "natural", :;ay be used with evalua

tive meaning .. 1'his \'17ay of speaking may, however, .bring out 
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son~thing important for morality~ It ~~Y be a way of saying that 

morality does not only depend on personal decisions as to hot'l 

one ought to live~ but can also be a matter of the discovery 

of principles accorping to which .it is posa.ible for peoJ: ~~d to 

live together in \'lays which lead to an increasing capacity for 

rro.r·al grovtth and development, and t~hat this capaci·t_.: is \'ieaken~d in 

ways of lj.ving which disreg~d these p~inciples. In the European 

·tradit:ion of natural law, one suc:;h principle has gained some form 

of belief in the unity of humanity, according to which obligations 

are recognized to any human beings as such and not only to members 

of special groups; ·and another has been the principle of pacta 

sunt. servanda, making for the possibility of mutual trust. When 

such r..vays of behaving are described as more "natural" or more 

11 human" tnan others, I think what is happening is that human 

:Oei.ngs are being looked On not jl,ISt as mainbE3rS Of the biological 

spc:cies homo supiens, but as having a ~cial role in the l,.iniverse. 

Sc> ••n.:1tural" and "ln:qtaon" now becwma .~~ole conce1'ts, and as such 

have a normat.ive element built .into thern. Thus ti1e 11 dignity" of 

the human being11 me:r be invoked, callin~J attorrtion to a man • s. 

obli1;ation to live accordtn'J to ·the n<:>.rms of thi~ social x.·ola. and 

to the obligation on others to rear;>e(.::·t. h.:ls right to do so. Md 

it may be when they fail to do so that the Ei'!V'aluat.ive meanings 

of the terms "human•• and 11 naturf.Ll11 get involted. 
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we have obviously t.ravelled a. lon~ way hare from me•e 

stat.ements of fact. '.rhe facts o:f natt.u·e or of the order O:f the 
• 

universe with vlhich it. is said that. tr~e moral lite should conform, 

are either principlos of moral developroont o.t· valuationally

charged descriptions 1:>f what is thought of al;j t.he human role. we 

cannot therefore, read our duties off the facts. for a moral 
; 

decision depends on willingneH.'is to take the responsibility of 

accepting or rejecting cer.ta.in values~~ we must accept the lo\Jical 

rule that no obligation ia deducible from me.x·e matters Of fact. 

But facts are seldom 11 mere" when they are facts of social =itua

tions. They becone ·facts of social situation£»~ because they are 

seen witr1in the context of ways in which people live together, and 

the common values these involve. J\lld iililyone who responsibly 

accepts such a \-Jay of living accepts it' a coirunitments. 
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